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Abstract approved:

In this work a new mass measurement technique has been demonstrated and

the masses of 20N and 21F have been determined for the first time. This

more general approach in which a whole series of nuclei can be measured

simultaneously, independent of their N or Z relies on combined energy and

time-of-flight fast recoil technique. Light neutron-rich nuclei were

produced by the fragmentation of uranium using the high-intensity 800 MeV

proton beam of Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). Recoiling

fragmentation products ranging in energy from 1-4 MeV/amu were detected

at 450 (lab) over a 4.5 m flight path. The detection system consisted of

two secondary-electron micro-channel plate detectors for fast timing and

a gas ionization counter for energy and Z identification. From the

energy and time-of-flight measurements, the recoil mass was calculated.

The uncertainty In the mass measurement depends on the measured mass

resolution (which in turn depends on the energy and timing resolution)
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and the accquired statistics. The low production cross-sections for

these highly neutron-rich nuclei required that the data had to be

collected for long periods of time to obtain sufficient statistics.

Measuring the energy and time-of-flight on an absolute scale over a wide

range of energy and A was a difficult experimental challenge. Although

some small deviations of the calculated masses as a function of N and Z

were observed in this experiment, these uncertainties were largely

removed by extrapolating the smooth deviation along the isotopic,

isobaric and the isotonic lines of the mass surface. Mass measurements

for several neutron-rich light nuclei ranging from 18C to 26Ne have been

successfully performed. In all cases these measurements agree with the

latest mass compilation.
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DIRECT MASS MEASUREMENTS OF LIGHT: NEUTRON-RICH NUCLEI
U$ING A COMBINED ENERGY D TIME-OF-FLIGHT TECHNIQUE

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a rapid increase in our interest

and knowledge of nuclei far from stability. A scale of progress in

this direction is indicated by the recent large nImber of

contributions to international conferences {1.1-1.3] on the subject.

Results of new expeiments measuring the properties of nuclei far from

stability using a wide variety of techniques spanning a mass range

from the lightest to the heaviest nuclei have been reported. Study

of nuclei far from stability, especially their ground state masses,

is important since the ground state mass is one of the most

fundamental properties of a nucleus. A comparison of measured masses

to various mass models (see the Theory section) is not only a test of

the mass models, but also is a serious test to our understanding of

nuclear interactions in general because the binding energy and thus

the mass of a nucleus is a consequence of the exact details of the

nuclear force. Mass is the most basic parameter involved in the

kinetics of any process which leads to the production and

disintegration of a particular nucleus. Systematic mass measurements

over a wide region provide a stringent test of current nuclear

structure theories and nuclear mass models, thereby providing a means

of enhancing our knowledge of atomic nuclei.
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Nuclear mass measurements far from the valley of s-stability can

also provide valuable information about nuclear structure. A great

amount of our knowledge concerning nuclear structure comes from the

systematic study of the shell closure at the magic numbers for nuclei

near stability. It will be very interesting to see the effect of a

large variation of the N/Z ratio on the shell closure and hence on

the magic numbers. Some theoretical studies (see the theory section)

reveal that equilibrium shapes other than spherical can be

established in these exotic nuclei and new "magic numbers" have been

predicted. New regions of deformation have been observed in the case

of Na, Rb and Cs isotopes (see the theory section), first from their

mass measurements and supported by other experimental facts.

Stringent tests of charge symmetry and charge-dependent nuclear

forces can be made using a wide range of isobaric multiplets that

become available as we go to either side of the -stabil1ty line. A

better understanding of the interaction between nucleons in different

shell model orbits can also be obtained from these nuclei. These

studies will help to improve our understanding of the shell model

picture of the nucleus.
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In addition to improving our understanding of the microscopic

part of the nuclear picture, studies of nuclei far from stability can

improve our understanding of the macroscopic aspects of the nuclear

motion as well. Variations of surface tension, symmetry energy,

fission barriers, odd-even effects etc., with the change in the

nucleon number are a few of the features that can be studied with the

help of these exotic nuclei. So there are many good scientific

reasons for studying nuclei far from stability to increase our

knowledge of the atomic nucleus, which still remains as an incomplete

puzzle.

Among the main three different methods that are being used to

measure the masses of nuclei far from stability, the first and

perhaps the most exploited method involves the determination of

s-spectrum end-point energies [1.4]. Through the use of Fermi-Curie

plots and data unfolding algorithms [1.5], the end point energy can

be extracted. If the excitation energy of the populated level/levels

is known, then the mass difference between the parent and daughter

members of the isobaric chain can be determined. To reduce

background, usually s-spectra in coincidence with y de-excitation of

daughter nuclei are recorded. Several factors limit the usefulness

of the end-point measurements as a general technique for mass

measurements far from 8-stability. This technique requires good

counting statistics and detailed knowledge of the decay scheme. But
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often the basic decay scheme is unknown and requires very rapid

chemical and! or mass separation in order to obtain clean spectra.

Nevertheless this technique has been successfully used to measure

several ground state masses, especially in the neutron-rich fission

product region.

The second method of performing mass measurements is the

accurate determination of reaction Q-values. This sensitive

technique has proven to be very successful in making precision mass

measurements. Recent mass measurements [1.6] of 8He by the reaction

20Ne(lie,8He)16Ne proved that this method does not require large

counting statistics. Pion double charge exchange reaction has been

used to measure the mass excess of 1'Be [1.7] in the reaction

or example. An important limitation of this

technique is that it is useful only when the desired nucleus can be

produced In a two-body final state Interaction. In addition it also

requires that the ground state or a known excited state of the

product be populated to a significant extent by the complex

rearrangement process.
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The third and the most recent method of making mass measurements

of nuclei far from stability is by direct atomic mass determination,

an adaptation of high resolution mass spectroscopy. Since the life

times of these exotic nuclei are very short, on-line mass

spectrometers are used to make mass measurements. An on-line mass

spectrometer was used at ISOLDE (CERN) [1.8] to measure the masses of

neutron-rich alkali isotopes that were produced by proton

fragmentation of uranium. The uranium target was evaporated on an

assembly of graphite foils wrapped in a rhenium envelope heated by a

dc current. The recoiling products from the uranium target were

thermalized in the heated graphite, out of which the alkali elements

selectively diffuse. The target-ion source was kept at a positive

potential and the ion beam focused by a defining slit which was kept

at ground potential. This slit serves as the object for the mass

spectrometer [1.9]. The principle of mass measurement by a mass

spectrometer is very simple [1.10]. If two ions of masses Ma and Mb

are accelerated under the potentials Va and Vb so that they follow

the same trajectory in the system then

Ma Vb
(1-1)çv

The ions passing through the spectrometer are re-focused onto a

photomultiplier cathode [1.8] to count the ions or onto a detector



.n the Bsingles spectrum or the Bcoincident neutron

This method has produced some very interesting results,

especially in the alkali region. The onset of deformation at A=31 in

the case of Na was established by this method. One drawback of the

technique is that the success of the technique depends critically on

the chemical specificity of the ion source. So for each set of

elements (which have similar chemical properties) a separate ion

source has to be developed. Making an efficient ion source for each

element is a technical challenge which varies from element to

element. Attempts to make the method more general have so far met

with limited success.

In all these methods of mass measurements, only one nucleus or a

particular isotopic sequence is studied at one time. So only after

several such measurements could one establish a trend in the nuclear

binding energy. As an extension of the mass measurement

capabilities, we have attempted to develop a more general approach at

LAMPF in which a whole series of nuclei, both known and unknown, are

measured simultaneously, independent of their N and Z. Since a large

number of masses are measured once, extrapolation along the isotopic,

isobaric and isotonic lines to an unknown mass can be unambiguous.

In this technique, direct mass measurements are done for the
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recoiling fragmentation products by measuring their energy and

time-of-flight. The success of the technique depends on our ability

to measure the energy and the time-of-flight on an absolute scale

with good resolution. Covering a large dynamical range makes the

technique difficult (also a merit of the technique) from an

experimental standpoint. The present experiment is the first attempt

to utilize the M ET2 technique to make direct mass measurement.

The total mass of the species (instead of the relative mass) is

measured by this method.

In the present experiment we concentrated in the region of light

neutron-rich nuclei [Fig 1.1] since interesting nuclear structure

effects are being predicted in the region and we have the capability

to produce them by uranium fragmentation using high energy protons.

Our intended program was a success in that two very neutron- rich

nuclei, 20N and 21F, were measured for the first time in this

experiment and the feasibility of a general method of direct mass

measurements for recoiling nuclei has been successfully established.

The merits and deficiencies of the technique, learned from the

present experiment, are summarized in the conclusion section.



Fig. 1.1. Part of the chart of the nuclides for Z22.

The black squares are the stable nuclei and the shaded ones are those

whose masses have been measured before. The open squares correspond

to isotopes which have been shown experimentally to be particle

stable, but for which no previous mass measurements have been made.



II. THEORY

The properties of a system of A nucleons (Z protons and N

neutrons) are generally determined by a many body Hamiltonian,

containing one-, two- and possibly many-body operators. As the exact

form of the Hamiltonian is unknown it is impossible to calculate the

ground state mass as well as other properties of a nucleus from first

principles. Attempts to explain theoretically the experimental

results in nuclear physics are being carried out from different

directions with varying successes. Of the early simple nuclear

models the Fermi gas model and Liquid drop model could explain the

gross features of the nucleus throughout the periodic table. The

Fermi gas model treats the nucleus as a degenerate Fermi gas in which

the nucleons move freely in an effective potential produced by the

nucleon-nucleon interaction. The liquid drop model is an improvement

over the Fermi gas model in that it includes highly collective

features of nuclear motion. The experimental observation of the fact

that the binding energy per nucleon and the density of the nucleus is

almost a constant (independent of A) makes the nucleus resemble to a

liquid drop. Extending the analogy, the mass of an atomic nucleus,

neglecting the electronic binding energy, is written as [2.11

M(A,Z) (AZ)Mn
+

ZN + Zme - a0iA + a A213surf
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+ a {A/2-z]2 3Z2e2
+ 6(A-Z,Z) (2-1)sym-_

A 5R

where R l.24A1'13 and the 6 term takes into account the increase in

stability of the nucleus when the proton number Z and the neutron

number N are even or either N or Z (or both) are odd. and M are

the masses of a neutron and a proton respectively. Eqn. (2-1) is

known as the Weizacker mass formula. The determination of the

constants a01, asurf a.nd asym should take into account as many

experimental facts of the nucleus as possible. The Weizacker formula

is successful in predicting most of the gross properties of the

atomic nucleus such as the mass to within 10 MeV but can not

reproduce large shell effects and deformation. Improvements to this

formula have been made since its introduction by many people with

varying degrees of complexity. The contributers of these refinements

such as shell effects include Swiatecki, Myers,

Groote-Hilf--Takahashi, Seeger-Howard and Moller-Nix as well as others

(see appendix D for detailed description of these models). The

ability of these models to predict the masses of nuclei far froni the

valley of stability varies in accuracy from a few hundred keV to a

couple of MeV depending on the region of applicability.
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A different approach to the calculation of nuclear masses uses

charge independence and charge symmetry to derive mass relations.

Mass relations are obtained from the difference between adjacent

masses. Even though this approach is less fundamental from the

physics point of view, from a practical point of view these relations

are more useful where extrapolations are considered. A brief

description of selected mass relations are given in appendix E.

The quality of mass predictions by various models have been

studied in some detail recently [2.2j. In general, there exists only

a rough correlation between the ability of a particular model to

reproduce known experimental masses and its ability to predict new

masses. In particular the rms deviation between the measured mass

and the predicted mass increases as we go far from the valley of

8-stability. The rms deviation lies between 0.7 MeV to 2 Mev among

the various mass models for the new masses reported since 1975. In

some cases the stability of a nucleus against particle emission is

only of the order of few keV and therefore the usage of a particular

model to predict the limit of particle stability should be undertaken

with caution.
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The number of semi-empirical mass formulae has increased in

recent years together with the number of adjustable parameters (see

Table 1.2). Sometimes the sole objective appears to be to fit the

experimental masses with a large number of adjustable parameters

without regard to an understanding of the physics behind the problem.

But as long as we do not have a complete understanding of the basic

nuclear interactions, these semi-empirical relations serve a useful

function in describing the complex nucleus. There have been attempts

to do more realistic calculations starting from the basic

nucleon-nucleon interaction.

Hartree-Fock calculations, based on the basic nucleon-nucleon

interaction have been attempted to calculate nuclear properties

including nuclear masses. These calculation represent a step towards

making use of the existing basic nucleon-nucleon interaction

knowledge to calculate the nuclear properties in a self-consistent

approach. But this method is cumbersome and rather difficult to

perform for a real nuclear system. One of the main difficulties

encountered in using the basic nucleon-nucleon interaction in a self

consistent manner is the difficulty of using all the higher order

diagrams (to account for the all the meson exchanges) in the

nucleon-nucleon interaction and possible three-body interactions,

resulting in disagreement with experiment [2.3,2.4]
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To simplify the calculations effective interactions are used

which are (even though less fundamental) simple to use so that

systematic trends can be studied by doing calculations over a wide

range of nuclei. There are two ways of doing this: (1) an effective

interaction is derived in lowest order from the realistic two-body

force (like the G-matrix) and then higher order terms are

parameterized [2.51 and (2) the effective interaction is

parameterized directly, which has had more sucess recently.

Hartree-Fock calculations using the Skyrme interaction is an example

for the latter approach [2.6]. The original Skyrme interaction Is

written as a potential

V = E Vj(12) + Vjjk(123) (2-2)
i<j i<j<k

where the Vi(12) is the two-body part and Vijk(123) is the

three-body part. Skyrme used a short range expansion of the two-body

matrix [2.5] to simplify the calculations. For the three-body part

he used a zero-range force (a delta function). Using these forces in

the Slater determinant, Skyrme calculated the nuclear properties like

binding energy, nuclear radii and single particle energies for few

even-even spherical nuclei.
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Campi et. al. did Hartree-Fock calculations with the Skyrme

Interaction [2.6] to explain the sudden shape change observed in the

sodium isotopes at A=31. To the spherical HF solutions they added a

correction term due to rotational energy of this highly deformed

nucleus. The calculations could reproduce the sudden change in the

two-neutron separation energy and in the root-mean-square charge

radius of the nucleus which indicates a shape transition.

One of the important aspects of studying nuclei far from

stability is to look at the nuclear structure effects when we have a

different N/Z ratio from that of a normal nucleus. Much of the

success of nuclear structure studies came from a better understanding

of closed shell nuclei which have [2.7] the magic numbers at 2, 8,

20, 28, 50, 82 and 126 for the number of neutrons and! or protons.

But what happens as we move away from the valley of 8-stability when

adding/removing more neutrons?. It will be interesting to study the

effect on the magic numbers, nuclear shapes, pairing energy etc. in

these nuclei. It has been proposed [2.8] that shapes other than

spherical might be stabilized by shell structure. From the treatment

of Bohr and Mottelson [2.9], it is clear that shell structure should

occur for non-spherical systems when the following conditions on the

eigenvalues are fulfilled



ae ea: b: c::--
b

(2-3)
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where a, b, c are integers and na,
b

and are the 3 quantum

numbers characterizing eigen states such as the cartesian quantum

numbers in a harmonic oscillator case and e is energy eigen value.

This condition is fulfilled when a : b c is : :

(vibrational frequencies along the three axes) for a pure harmonic

oscillator. When elgen values for a simple harmonic oscillator are
C -c

plotted [Fig. 11.1.] against deformation c ' Z for a rotationally

symmetric case with = w, large shell effects are observed

for c = -.75 and c = 0.6, in addition to the normal shell effects for

the spherical case. Shell effects are also observed for higher

deformations and for certain asymmetric rotors. For a realistic

potential the shell effects are reduced somewhat and the magic

numbers are shifted to higher values.

Figure 11.2. shows the contour diagram of the shell effects for

the modified harmonic oscillator (includes the l.s and 1.1 terms)

including the pairing effects for an axially symmetric case [2.10].

It is evident from the figure that in addition to the normal shell

closure there are islands showing strong shell effects, indicating

that shapes other than spherical can be stabilized by shell effects.

Table 11.1. lists a set of "magic numbers" based on shell effects
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alone for various quadrupole and asymmetric shapes taken from Ref.

2.6. Many of these "magic numbers" can be reached only for nuclei

which are far from the valley of stability. The production of these

nuclei might require more sensitive and sophisticated experimental

techniques.

Nilsson [2.11] solved the eigen value problem of a particle

moving in a non-spherical potential created by a deformed nucleus.

Figure 11.3. is the well known Nilsson diagram for the case of Z<50.

It shows the calculated energies of nuclear levels as a function of

ellipsoidal deformation. The shift in energy levels as a function of

deformation gives rise to many crossing of levels and the situation

becomes more complex. The diagram also shows that when more nucleons

are added it is possible that the nucleus can slip into a deformed

shape to conserve energy and become more stable than in a spherical

shape.

Nuclei far from stability can be produced by a variety of

techniques as explained before. But to study the properties of thes&

nuclei, the usual experimental techniques used for stable nuclei will

not normally work because most of these nuclei have very short lif

times. For example to see if the nucleus is deformed the usual

techniques of measuring the inelastic scattering cross sections for

Coulomb excitation, reduced transition probabilities (viz. B(E2)) o
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life times of excited states are very difficult to apply mainly

because of the short life times. Up to now only three methods have

been applied to provide information about the nuclear deformation of

exotic nuclei: (1) two-neutron separation energies, (2) excited

energy of the first 2+ level of the even-even isotopes and (3)

variation of the mean square charge radius (6<r2>) called the

isotopic shift. In fact the first method of looking at the

two-neutron separation energies, S2, gave the first evidence for the

deformation of sodium isotopes [2.12]. The two-neutron separation

energy can be calculated using the following relation once we know

the ground state masses.

S(N,Z) = (Z,N-2) + A(Z,N-2) +2Mg - (z,N) A(Z,N) (2-4)

where t(N,Z) is the mass excess of a nucleus with N neutrons and Z

protons and Mn is the mass of a neutron in MeV.

The two-neutron separation energy is used instead of the single

neutron separation energy to avoid the odd-even effect in the binding

energies. An increase in the quantity means the nucleus is more

stable against particle emission. If we look at the S2 vs neutron

number for sodium isotopes (Fig. 11.4.), we notice that S2 goes

down as we expected and then it suddenly increases at neutron number

20, which does not happen in the case of other elements near
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stability. For example in the case of '0Ca, S2 drops suddenly at

N=20, at the shell closure as expected. So in the case of 3Na

something different is happening. This sudden increase in the value

of S2 shows that more energy is needed to take out the two neutrons

from 31Na, which means that the nucleus is more stable than the

previous isotope 30Na. Instead of becoming spherical at the usual

magic number the nucleus deforms and becomes more stable; a fact

verified by other experimental observations too.

Qualitatively this can be explained using the Nilsson diagram.

For the deformed case the f7,2 level crosses the d312 level and takes

less energy to fill f712 level than d312 level. So in the case of

the sodium isotopes the f72 level most likely starts filling before

the d312 level at N=20. This means that the nucleus is deformed.

Hartree-Fock calculations predict a region of strong prolate

deformation at a neutron number of 20, which in the case of kOCa

corresponds to a well known spherical closed shell. Similar trends

were also observed experimentally for the case of Rb and Cs isotopes

[2.13].
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The location of the first 2+ level of an even-even isotope also

gives information about deformation. TILe empirical formula [2.14]

E(2) = 3h2/I 1224[<8>2A7"3] (2-5)

associates a large quadrupole deformation to a low value of E(24).

For example the 98,°°Sr daughter of 8-active 98,100Rb have extremely

low first 2+ states [2.15].

The mean square charge radius, <r2> among the Cs isotopes shows

a sharp increase at N=82 [2.12] indicating a sudden change in the

nuclear shape. The same behavior is observed for the Rb isotopes at

N=60. Both these results agree with the indication of shape change

from the S2 values. But for the sodium isotopes the trend in the

S2 values is not repeated in the case of iS<r2> at N=20. Instead

there is a sharp increase in the value of 6<r2> starting at N15

itself. One explanation for this effect is that there might be a

large zero-point quadrupole vibration starting at N15 making the

value of 6<r2> large before N=20 in the case of sodium. This is

supported by the smaller value of <8> (obtained from the Q

measurements), which depends on the static deformation only since the

vibrations average to zero, when compared to the <r2>'"2 which

depends on 5<r2>. Isotopic shifts in these short lived nuclei were
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measured from the root-mean charge square radius using laser

spectroscopy based on the principle of optical pumping [2.16].

Fundamental theories like the Hartree-Fock calculations are

required to explain the new experimental observations in nuclei far

from stability which reveals new nuclear structure informtion.

Rigorous theoretical work is needed in this direction to increase our

understanding of the basic nuclear forces.



TablelI. 1. Closed shell magic numbers for nuclei with various

quadrupole deformations and shapes. The numbers correspond to

calculations for simple harmonic oscillator. When the l.a and the

1.1 terms are included, the numbers in the parenthesis result. The

last column gives the proposed simagic numbers" for an asymmetric

rotor.

6 -1.2 0.75 0 0.6 0.86 1.0 0.87(v'.30°)

1:3 1:2 1:1 2:1 3:1 4:1 3:2:1

2

6 6 8 4 4 4 4

12 14 20 10 6 6 8

22 26 40(50) 16 12 8 14

36 44 70(82) 28-32 18 14 22

68 112(114,126) 40(40-44) 24 20

100 168(184) 60-64 36 26

140 80(86) 48 32

110(116) 60 44

140(142-150) 80 56
182 100

N)J
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Tablel.I. 2. Comparison of selected mass relations and mass models.

The last column gives the prediction for the two masses 20N and 2F

whose masses were measured in this experiment. The number in the

bracket in column 3 is the number of parameters used in each model.

Formula Type Basis Number

of of

formula Parameters

Garvey-Kelson mass Independent particle model 500

(Janecke) relation

Comay-Kelson relation G-K transverse rel. + 100 mass

micro-macro charge symmetric rel. skeletons

model

Liran-Zeldes microscopic semiempirical shell model 178

model

Jelly microscopic modified shell model --

model

Groote-Hilf- macro-micro droplet + shell correction 50

Takahashi

Moller-Nix macro-micro modified LDM + shell corr. 9

BCS pairing corr.
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Fig. 11.1. Single particle levels of the Simple Harmonic Oscillator

as function of deformation.
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Fig. 11.2. A contour diagram of the shell model effects for the

modified harmonic oscillator including pairing effects vs neutron

number.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

FACILITY
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The experiment was performed at the Los Alamos Meson Physics

Facility (LAMPF) using the Thin Target Area, which is located in the

main proton beam switchyard [Fig. III.1.. LAMPF is an 800 MeV

linear accelerator, with a design intensity of 1 mA of H+; H is also

accelerated simultaneously at a much lower intensity. In the single

energy mode of operation it delivers a 625 jisec long beam pulse at a

repetition rate of 120 Hz. In dual energy mode the H+ duty cycle was

67. with a repetition rate of 80 Hz. The average beam currents were

750 pA and -60O pA for the 120 Hz repetition rate and 80 Hz

repetition rate respectively during the duration of the experiment.

The H (P) beam is separated from the H+ at the beam switchyard and

is sent through line X to the High Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) in

area C (which primarily studies protonnucleus scattering) and to

area B, the Nucleon Physics facility. The H beam enters area A and

is incident on the secondary beam production targets Ai and A-2

which supply beams of pions or muons to different channels in the

experimental areas.



The Thin Target experimental facility is situated in the main

beam line of the LAMPF accelerator. A detailed schematic layout of

the Thin Target Area experimental facility is shown in Figure 111.2.

A a scattering chamber of diameter .76 m, in the main beam line, (a

few meters downstream of the beam switchyard in line A) is available

for installing thin targets. The movement of the target (both

rotation and linear) can be controlled remotely. The experimental

area is separated from the main beam line by a concrete shielding

wall of one meter thickness. A flight tube, --4 meter long at 450 to

the main beam line, connects the scattering chamber to the

experimental area. There are detector boxes, vacuum pumps and gauges

available separately for this area, independent of the main beam

line. The high intensity main proton beam is available for

bombarding thin targets (c104 radiation lengths) for long periods of

time, not affecting other experimental areas using the beam. However

the access to this area is very limited (once every two weeks or so

for 8 hrs.), which means that reliable remotely controlled equipments

has to be used. Fast protection devices are required in case of

equipment failure. Also long cables (-2OO feet) are needed to

transmit signals to the counting house. Thin uranium targets

(300-450 .ig/cm2) made by evaporating uranium on pyrolytic carbon

foils (0.6-1.1 rug/cm2) were used.
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Light neutron-rich nuclei were produced by the fragmentation of

uranium by high energy protons for the present experiment. Therefore

it will worth mentioning a few points about the present understanding

about the reaction mechanism. The interaction of high energy protons

with complex nuclei like uranium is not well understood. One way to

study the reaction mechanism is to look at the spectrum of emitted

particles, their energies, yields and mass distribution etc. when a

complex nucleus is struck with energetic protons.

The conventional interpretation of this phenomena has two

separate steps {3.1,3.2. In this model the incoming particle

collides with the individual nucleons in a quasi-free manner and

develops a cascade, the exact nature of which depends on the

probability and the kinematics of each collision. At incident

energies above the pion-production threshold inelastic collisions

must also be considered. Many of the cascade nucleons and pions will

escape. At the end of the cascade the nucleus is left in an excited

state. In the second stage this highly excited nucleus de-excites by

the emission of neutrons, protons, a-particles etc. or by fission if

possible. The ejection of many particles carrying with them the

excitation energy will lead to a wide variety of products.

Monte-Carlo calculations have been done for this two-step process and
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the distribution of fragments are found to agree fairly well with

experimental results for low energy low mass distribution in

particular. But the two-step process cant explain the emission of

fragments with Z)3 that have high kinetic energies.

To account for these results, still another mechanism called

fragmentation has been introduced [3.3]. In this process it is

assumed that large pieces of nuclear matter may split off from the

target during the cascade process. Evaporation from the excited

nucleus before equilibrium has been reached has also suggested [3.4]

for the observed results. A general characteristic of the mass yield

from uranium by proton is that the cross section for the

fragmentation products goes up rapidly with energy and reaches a

maximum value at around 5 GeV and then levels off.

It has been shown [3.5] that the energy distribution of the

particles follow a statistical theory of particle emission using a

Fermi-gas model of the nucleus which can be written as

E-V (EV)dE (3-1)P(E)dE = T2
exp

T

where E is the kinetic energy of the particle, V the effective

Coulomb barrier and r is the nuclear temperature (t 8-12 MeV). The
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excitation functions for Copper, Silver and Uranium all have the same

general characteristics as seen in Figure 111.3. The yield of

fragments is not a simple function of A alone, but depends rather

strongly on the N/Z ratio of the target nuclei. There is shift of

maximum yield to higher N/Z ratio with increasing target mass.

Figures II1.4a-c. show the laboratory energy spectra for the

isotopes of N, F and Na ejected from uranium bombarded by the 800 MeV

protons. From the figure it is clear that the mean centroid of the

peaks move to higher energies (from 65 to 70 MeV) as Z increases as

would be expected from increased Coulomb barrier heights and the

yields of highly neutron-rich nuclei goes down very rapidly. Even

though the production cross-sections for of these highly neutron-rich

nuclei are low, enough statistics can be obtained if data is

collected for long enough time. More elaborate experiments using a

wide variety heavy targets and looking at the energy distributions,

angular distributions and the nature of the of the fragments are

needed to understand the reaction mechanism better.

Recoiling fragmentation products ranging in energy from 2-4

MeV/amu were detected at the 450 detection system. Since the

reaction cross-sections are known to be only slightly forward peaked

[3.6], the counting rate was not affected very much by the choice of

the 450 detection system. The detection system consisted of two

micro-channel-plate (CP) detectors for timing and a gas ionization
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counter for atomic number (Z) identification and energy

determination, both of which are described in detail below.

The mass of a recoiling nucleus (in the non-relativistic limit)

can be written as

A
2Ettl

T)2 (3-2)

where Etotai is the total kinetic energy, T is the time-of-flight

(TOF) measured over the distance D and T0 is an unknown constant

(initial time) that can be determined from the experimental data.

From eqn. (3-2) the mass resolution is then given by

(A/A)2 = (6E/E)2 + (2T/T)2 + (2D/D)2 (3-3)

The last term in eqn. (3-3) can be neglected because the distance D

remains fixed throughout the experiment and the uncertainty in the

measurement of D was negligible. To achieve good mass resolution by

this method one must measure both energy and TOF with good accuracy.

In general an acceptable accuracy in velocity determination can

always be obtained for a particular timing uncertainty by simply

increasing the distance over which the TOF is measured. However an

increase in distance means a decrease in solid angle. With the
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existing CP detectors a T of '-250 psec was possible for the ions of

interest. So as a reasonable choice we took 25T/T = 5E/E. With a

reasonably good energy resolution of cSE/E=0.5%, the TOF will be

around 100 nsec for 6T/T = .25%. This demands a separation of '- 2

meters between the channel plate detectors for the ions of interest.

It is clear now that the mass resolution that can be achieved by this

method is limited mainly by the energy resolution. Therefore special

care was taken in the design and construction of the gas ionization

chamber to get a better energy and Z resolution. In the direct mass

measurement approach the centroid of the measured mass line is

directly proportional to the total mass of the recoiling reaction

product. The uncertainty for a given mass line,
m'

(assuming

Guassian line shape) is given by [3.7]

SA/A

2.35VN
(3-4)

Where N is the total number of counts in the peak. By collecting

sufficient statistics and having sufficiently good mass resolution

(expected .(FWHM)=1.0%) we can expect to perform direct mass

measurements. As an example, with 5000 counts in the A19 peak a

statistically limited accuracy of -1.0 MeV is possible.
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DETECTORS

Gas Ionization Counter

A gas ionization chamber has several attractive features (3.8)

for our application and was chosen for the energy measurement and Z

determination over previously employed solid-state detectors in

measurements of this type. (1) Gas ionization counters have good

energy resolution. Even though the ionization potential for the gas

(-33 eV/ip, ip=ion-pair ) is higher than that of the semiconductor

detector (-3 eV/ip), it is not a limiting factor in our case since

the energy of the heavy ions being detected is quite high. Energy

straggling of the heavy ions in the entrance window of the chamber

could be one main limiting factor to the energy resolution. For a 70

i.ig/cm2 thick stretched polypropylene window and 80-MeV O ions, the

energy loss amounts to 370 keV and the energy straggling is

estimated to be of the order of 70 keV. (2) The short range of heavy

ions in solids inhibits the determination of Z via the conventional

dE-E technique. For a gas counter the pressure can be adjusted to

vary the thickness of the E section more uniformly. The uniform and

smaller thickness of the E section will enhance the Z identification

of a gas counter. (3) The amplitude of the pulse from a solid state

detector for a heavy ion is less than that of a light ion of the same

energy and the term "pulse-height deffect"(PHD) is used to denote
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this phenomena. Heavy ions slowing down in matter lose energy mostly

by ionization and partly by nuclear collisions, with the probability

of the latter process increasing as the velocity of the ion

decreases. The magnitude of this defect goes up as the atomic

numbers of both the incoming ions and that of the stopping medium

increases. A second process leading to PHD is the incomplete charge

collection in the detector, mainly due to charge recombination the

plasma produced by the ionizing particle. A third source of PHD is

due to the "window" defect in semi-conductor detectors. For the gas

counter all these factors are less giving a much smaller PHD. (4)

Finally gas ionization chamber suffers practically no radiation

damage; furthermore the gas in the counter can be replenished by a

flowing system.

A schematic view of the gas counter used for the experiment is

shown in Figure 111.5. The active volume of the counter was about

7000 cia3, housed in a 15cm diameter stainless steel cube. Tije long

length of the counter (110 cm) enabled the use of low gas pressure

and thin gas isolation windows(7opgm/cm2 stretched polypropylene). A

uniform electric field gradient is established between the cathode

and the Frisch-grid by applying a negative voltage to the cathode and

grounding the Frisch-grid. The Frisch-grid consisted of 200 jim gold

plated tungsten wire wound 1 mm apart on a metal frame giving a

screening efficiency of 99.27. [3.9]. An equi-potential wire cage
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around the active volume of the counter and the equipotential copper

strips on a Gl0 printed circuit board, on which the window was

mounted, enabled the creation of uniform electric field. Each wire

or strip is placed at a potential by a resistive divider network

coupled to the cathode high voltage.

The anode was divided into four sections: E1, E2, E and Erej

of 10,20,78 and 2 cm length respectively. The first two sections

provide dE/dX information about the particle and the E-section stops

the particle in the counter. The E. section serves to reject

particles that did not stop in the Esection. The gas used was CF4

because of its high density compared to CH4 gas and similar

ionization potential. CF4 permitted the use of a thinner entrance

window for the counter due to the lower pressure. The pressure

chosen was 35 torr to stop ions up to sodium (Z=11). At this

pressure of CF4, the cathode was operated at 370V(E/P '4.3V/cmtorr)

and the anode at 170V(E/P -3.2V/cmtorr). These two voltages were

optimized to the minimize the drift time of the electrons from their

origin to the Frischgrid but still operate the chamber in the

ionization region. Since the experiment was run for a long periods

of time we used a continuously flowing system so that the counter was

completely replenished every 12 hours. A remotely controlled gas

handling system [Fig. 111.6.] could maintain the pressure inside the

counter to within 0.1 torr.
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The recoiling particle entering the gas counter slows down in

the gas, creating electron and positive ionpairs [3.8]. Under the

influence of the electric field, electrons drift towards the

Frischgrid and finally towards the anodes in times which are a

factor of iO3 shorter than the drift times of the positive ions.

Thus the height of the fast component of the charge signal induced on

the cathode depends on the total number of electronion pairs and the

vertical position of the detected particle. The height of the charge

signal at the anodes is given by the total number of electrons

because of the screening of the positive ions by the Frischgrid and

is a measure of the energy deposited in that section of the anode.

The total energy is obtained by summing the E1, E2 and E signals

after the gains of each of the anode sections have been matched (see

appendix A).

The performance of the counter was tested [3.10] using an

o-source(229Th+8Gd) and an elastically scattered 160 ions (60,70

and 80 MeV) from a gold target at 300. The latter test was done at

the Van de Graff facility at Los Alamos. For the 80MeV oxygen beam

a total energy resolution of 474 keV was obtained [Fig. 111.7.], of

which 200 keV can be attributed to kinematic energy broadening of the

peak that results from the finite angular acceptance of the system

(±0.90). Removing this contribution and that due to the energy

straggling in the entrance window gives an operating energy
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resolution of 340 KeV out of a total of 78.1 MeV or AE/E = 0.44%.

This was in keeping with our design goal of achieving better than

0.5% energy resolution. A total energy resolution of 107 keV (FWHM),

uncorrected, was obtained for the 8.375 MeV a-line [Fig. 111.8.].

The following effects are known to contribute to the observed a line

widths: (a) the statistics of the ionization process and the effects

due to nuclear stopping approximately 13 keV [3.11]. (b) electronic

noise, 70 keV. (c) energy straggling in the entrance window, 20 keV.

(d) the variation of the energy loss due to its deflection, 10 keV.

All the quoted numbers are estimates for the a line only.

Substracting these contributions gives an inherent intrinsic energy

resolution of 30% for the gas counter.

The inherent properties of an ionization chamber exclude the

possibility of fast timing because all signals are relatively slow.

However, a rough estimate of the position resolution of the counter

was done as follows. A collimator with 2 slits, 8 mm apart and 1 mm

wide, was mounted in front of the entrance window. The drift time

was measured using a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) which was

started with the fast channel plate (CP2) signal in front of the

collimator and stopped with the E1 anode signal. From this test we

obtained a position resolution of 2 mm for the a-particle. Figure

111.9. shows the drift-time spectrum, converted to mm (drift

velocity is 12 cm/psec), obtained with 5.49 MeV a-particle.
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Eventhough position information is not used explicitly in the

experiment, its knowledge gives a figure of merit for the perfomance

of the counter. Position resolution was found to be better for heavy

ions of higher energies (1.1mm).

Channel Plate Detectors

A schematic drawing of the channel plate detector is shown in

Figure 111.10. Secondary electron emission from thin foils was used

as a timing device in the time of flight measurement [3.12]. This

technique is especially useful for a time zero signal because the

thin foil (-25 ug/cm2 carbon+formvar) causes minimal degradation of

the velocity of the fragments. An isochronous transport system is

used for the secondary electrons which allows the foil to remain

perpendicular to the fragment path and the detector to be placed in a

location shielded from the beam. This is achieved by a 180° bend in

a homogeneous magnetic field. It is well known from the principle of

the cyclotron that such a bend can be made isochronous with respect

to position and energy. There is also a one to one focus with

respect to position and initial angle. The flight time depends on

the initial angle in the plane of the bend.
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The secondary electrons are emitted with a large angular spread

and with energies of a few electron-volts. Acceleration to about 2

keV reduces this angular dispersion. This is achieved by a high

transmission wire harp oriented such that the individual wires are

parallel to the plane of 1800 bend. Thus the non-uniform electric

field due to the spacing of the wires does not introduce angular

dispersion in the plane of the bend, and thus preserves the time

resolution. In the lateral direction the non-uniform electric field

spreads the image somewhat, but to first order does not introduce any

time dispersion. Finally, any residual dispersion in the plane of

the bend is reduced by the use of a collimator located at the 900

position of the bend. Such a quarter turn collimator has been used

also in cyclotrons. The suppression grid in front of the channel

plate reduces the number of tertiary electrons produced by the

secondary electrons hitting the insensitive contact surface of the

micro-channel plate, which then bend in a small 180° loop hitting the

channel plate again, producing a delayed small satellite peak close

to the main peak.

The channel plates had a diameter of 2.5 cm with an active area

diameter of 1.8 cm and has a multiplication of -io for each one. To

make the device compact the radius of curvature was 2 cm. The

acceleration voltage was -2.3kV, the foil voltage 3.5 kV (both

negative) and the anode grounded. The suppression grid and
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acceleration harp are part of the Faraday cage forming an

electrostatic field-free region for most of the electron transport.

The foil HV and the acceleration HV were optimized by measuring the

efficiency as a function of the voltage using both cts and high

energy ions. Efficiencies were 50% and 85% for a particle and high

energy ions, respectively for a single detector. A timing resolution

of25C

toget

Figur

(229TF
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Strip line beam pickoff and RF pickoff

The stripline beam pickoff is a directional coupled beam pick-up

[3.13] In its simplest form it consists of essentially an electrode

placed along the length of a beam line vacuum chamber and which

couples to both the electric and magnetic fields produced by the beam

traversing it. Each end of the strip is connected to a feedthrough

passing through the wall so that the signal can be extracted. The

strip should be terminated at its characteristic impedance at both

ends to avoid reflections. There were four identical strips for our

unit, placed symmetrically around the beam axis. The signals from

the four strips were added together to a get a strong signal which

was independent of the position of the beam in tube. The beam

pickoff unit [Fig. 111.12.] was located close to our target. A

typical output-pulse of the unit is given in Figure III.13b. A

pickup signal from the RF of the accelerator [Fig. IIIL.13a.] (201.25

p1Hz) was also used to extract beam pulse timing information. Both of

these fast timing signals were used to obtain a refined

time-of-flight from target to CP1/CP2 (as explained later).
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ELECTRONICS

The schematic diagram of the electronics set-up is shown in

Figures 111.14. and 111.15. There are two main sections of the

electronics diagram: (1) Fast electronics (Fig. ItI.14a.) for TOF

measurements and (2) Slow electronics (Fig. III.14b.) for energy

information. Fast signals (rise time 1 nsec) from the channel

plate detectors (CPI and CP2), transmitted to the counting house by

fast cables, are amplified using fast amplifiers (FA). Constant

fraction timing discriminators (CFD) after the fast FA produce the

timing signals. A fast overlap coincidence (FO) is made between the

delayed CPI signal and the stretched CP2 signal (CPI.CP2) such that

the timing coincidence signal is dominated by the CP1 timing.

Similarly a fast overlap coincidence signal is obtained from the

delayed CP2 signal and the stretched CP1.CP2 signal which is

dominated by the CP2 signal. The former signal is the start ot the

TACTa time-of-flight between the CP1 and the CP2 and the latter the

stop signal. Stretching the CP2 signal (120 nsec) is done to take

into account the spread in time of flight times for the different

recoiling nuclei of interest, 20-60 MeV carbon ions to 40-90 MeV

sodium ions. Long flight time measurements are also made between the

target and CPI/CP2 using the strip line beam pickoff device (SBP) and

the beam RF (Fig. III.15a.) timing signals and the CPI.CP2/CP2.CPI

signals.
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The function of the slow side of the electronics consists of

mainly the processing of energy signals from the four anode sections

of the gas detector. Signals from the anodes are fed to

preamplifiers situated very close to the detector. The energy

outputs of the preamplifiers are further amplified using

spectroscopic amplifiers with an integration time of .50 us and

differentiation time equal to .5 us. Unipolar outputs from the

amplifiers are fed to ADCs for energy information and bi-polar

outputs are fed into timing SCAs. A slow coincidence between the

anode SCA signals was obtained between the three anodes. The signal

from the Erej is used as a veto to throw away particles that did not

stop in the E-section. The E SCA threshold was set to be 50 keV.
rej

A astcr gate (MG) is frrmed between the slow coincidence signal and

the (FO) signal which was suitably delayed and stretched. An overlap

between FO, MG, TAC-Ta busy, ADC multiplexer busy and Computer busy

was used as a veto (Fig. lLl.14b.) for the fast overlap to reduce

randoms. At the trailing edge of this overlap signal a fast signal

is produced to clear ADCs and TDCs.

Vertical position information of the traversing particle can be

obtained from the drift time measurement of the electrons. This is

achieved by making use of the timing signals from the anodes and the

fast timing signal from the CP2 detector (CP2.CPI) signal). The

anode signals form the stop and the CP2 signal the start for TDCs
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(Fig. III.15b.). Pileup rejectors were used on the cathode and the

E-section of the anode to obtain the valid bits. Also the internal

pileup rejectors in the main slow amplifiers were used to get the

inhibits signals to count the non-valid rate. A low and high

amplitude pulser was sent through the entire system [3.14] at a rate

of 1/20th of the master rate to check for the drifts and

instabilities (Fig. III.15c.). A digital register (BS) to tag the

event type (i.e. ,pulser/non-pulser, valid/non-valid,

in-beam/out-of-beam, etc.) was also registered (Fig. III.15d.).

About 50 histograms were recorded on line and monitored continuously

during data taking.

DATA ACQUISITION

Data acquisition was triggered by a CPlCP2E1E2EErej

coincidence. Seventeen parameters were recorded using the LANPF data

acquisition system, Q-system, for each event and written to magnetic

tape; four primary parameters: Ta(time-of-flight between CP1-CP2),

LEl, E2, E, and thirteen secondary parameters. These secondary

parameters were subsequently used to clean up the data. In brief the

thirteen parameters and their uses are: (1) The pressure and

temperature of the gas in the counter to correct for the gas density

variation affecting the energies in E1, AE2 and E. (2) CP1 and CP2

amplitudes taken with a charge sensitive ADC, to correct short and
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long flight times for timing walk. (3) The time from CP1 to the next

zero-crossing of the accelerator RF signal (TB1) was obtained from a

time-to-pulse-height converter (TPHC) unit. The start signal for

this unit was the zero-crossing point of the output of a fast,

bipolar amplifier which was coupled to the beam RF signal (from a

beam RF sensor unit). The strobe of this amplifier was the CP1.CP2

signal which was also the stop signal for the TPHC after a delay (see

the Fig. III.15b.). A similar time from CP2 to the next

zero-crossing of RF (TB2) was also obtained. Two fast timing

differences between the strip line beam pickoff signal and CP1/CP2

(TDI and TD2) were also derived in a similar manner. All this timing

informations were useful in determining a more refined TOF from

target to CPI or CP2. In the final analysis only TD2 was used for

the calculation of the TOF because a slightly better mass resolution

was obtained with this timing than that using the other timing

signals. (4)Three drift time measurements between CP2 and each of

the anodes(TE1 for tE1, TE2 for E2 and TE2 and E respectively) to

clean up the data. (5) A timing difference between CP2 and cathode

(TC) to further to clean up the data.
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COLLIMATOR SELECTION

A large number of light ions (such as p, d, a etc. with

counting rates up to iO3 times greater than that of the ions of

interest) entered into the line-of-sight detector system, degrading

our energy resolution. These light ions increased the number of

pile-ups and number of randoms in the gas counter. In order to

reduce the number of these light ions, a collimator in front of the

CPI detector was adjusted (this will also affect the ions of

interest) to get the best measured mass resolution per unit time for

the ions of interest. This was a compromise between mass resolution

and counting rate. At the small collimator setting the percentage of

non-valid was 15-2OY. with an event rate of 4 per second. At the

optimum collimator setting the percentage of non-valid was 30% with

an event rate of '-lO per second.
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DATA ANALYSIS

Calibration of the detector was done using an alpha source and a

precision pulser (see appendix A). Each run was checked for drifts

and instabilities by plotting the centroid and FWHM of the pulser

histograms vs real time. Only one run was rejected on these grounds.

The general approach to the data analysis can be divided into four

partially independent tasks: (a) the atomic number (Z) determination,

(b) the calculation of the mass from energy and time-of-flight, (c)

settings gates to reduce randoms and mis-identified events and (d)

extracting the centroid of each mass line and relating these mass

centroids to known masses to extract new masses (results).

Z determination

The Z of each event was determined by E2-E table lookup method

[3.15]. Since accurate dE/dx tables for CF4 gas and the ions of

interest were not available, we used our own data to generate these

tables. Since there was a small density variation of the gas inside

the detector due to pressure and temperature changes, corrections

were made to the E1, E2 and E energies before making the table.

Let DEl, DE2 and E be the respective energies in MeV deposited in

tE1, E2 and E sections of the counter. If PS and TS are the

reference pressure and temperature and PRES(TEMP) the measured
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pressure(temperature) of the gas in the counter then pressure and

temperature corrected energies are:

TEMP PSDE1P = DEl. .- (3-5)
PRES TS

TEMP PSDE2P = DE2 .- (3-6)
PRES TS

The total energy is conserved. Therefore

ET=DEI+DE2-i-E (3-7)

EP = ET - DEIP DE2P, using eqn. (3-7) (3-8)

The pressure and temperature corrected DE2P and EP were used to make

a two dimensional plot [see Fig. 111.16.]. From this two

dimensional plot Z assignment could be readily made since isotopic

separation for the low Z elements like Be and B (absence of 8Be and

9B) makes this assignment very easy. Using 2 t4eV gate steps in the

EP, projected DE2P for each values of Z were extracted through the

use of an automatic peak fitting routine [3.15]. Thus a table is

made which contains a two dimensional array of DE2P values as a

function of Z and EP values. For each event the particle Z was

determined by a linear extrapolation of the measured DE2 and E values

(both pressure and temperature corrected) between those in the table.
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Figure. 111.17. shows a typical Z-spectrum obtained from such a

table lookup method. Since the Z determined by this method is mass

dependent [3.16], a mass correction was applied (see appendix B).

A DE2P-TOF table was also made from the real data after applying

the CPI/CP2 amplitude time walk correction. The TOF used was that

between CPI and CP2, T . The Z determined from this table was
a

independent of mass in first order [3.17]. However, a small second

order correction due to the mass dependence of dead layer energy loss

in CP2, entrance window, and half of the DE2 was applied because the

TOF (or velocity) was not determined at the same place as the center

of DE2 (see appendix B). A comparison of these two Zs was used to

reject unusual events (Fig. 111.22.).

Determination of the Mass

The A of each event was calculated from the total energy, TOF

and the measured flight path distance according to eqn.(3-2). The

total energy is given by

Etotal = DEl + DE2 + E + DEWIND + DECP2 + DECPI (39)

Where DEl, DE2 and E are the energies deposited in the three sections

of the anodes and DEWIND, DECP2 and DECP1 are the energy losses in
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the entrance window, CP2 and CP1 foils respectively, which were

calculated by using the DE2-E table as the dEldx table. The dE/dx

obtained from the table is used to calculate the energy lost in the

dead layers, whose thicknesses have been calculated in equivalences

of CF4 gas thickness. The pulse-height defect was estimated [3.18]

for the ions of interest and found to be always less than 200 key.

Since the experiment was not sensitive at this level, a pulse-height

defect correction was not used in the calculation of the total

energy. The TOF used in the calculation of the mass was that from

the target to the CP2 detector, derived from the strip line beam

pickoff unit.

Even though the effective timing uncertainty for the TOF between

CPI and CP2 was only 300 psec, an improved velocity measurement was

possible for the long distance between target and CP2 which resulted

in better mass resolution. To calculate this long TOF the RF

micro-structure (5 nsec spacing at a frequency of 201.25 MHz) of the

beam was used. Because the fragment flight times are much longer

than the RF period, they are uncertain by an unknown multiple of this

RF period. But the short flight path TOF Ta between the CPI and CP2

was accurate enough to determine the number of RF periods in the long

flight path time. The long flight time from target to CP2 is given

by [3.19]
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where TD2 is the measured time from the CP2 to the next beam pulse,

Trf is the RF period and n is the number of RF periods in the

interval between the creation of the fragment and the pulse

immediately following the CP2 signal. The integer n is obtained by

rounding of the quantity (TD2P+TD2)/Trf, in which TD2P is the

estimate of the long flight time derived from the short flight time.

TD2P = (ETS
DS

/Etti)2T + T (3-11)
a a

In eqn.(3-11) DL is the distance from target to CP2 and DS that

between CPI and CP2 and ETS is the energy after CPI, given by

ETS = E DECP1total (3-12)

The unknown constant zero of time T0 in eqn.(3-2) is calculated from

the real data. In a two dimensional plot of T0 vs Etotai for a

certain assumed mass, like '5N, the real data should exhibit a

grouping of data forming a vertical straight line at T0 for the

events with the real mass equal to the assumed mass [Fig. 111.18.].

If the real mass is not equal to the assumed mass, data points will

cluster in families of curved lines which extrapolate to T as E
0 total

approaches infinity [3.19]. However, for the real data points the
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scatter plot did not give a perfect straight line for the assumed

mass. Dead layer corrections, changing the thickness of either CP1,

CP2 or window slightly, (affecting the total energy) and timing walk

corrections for Ta with the amplitudes of CPI and CP2 disturbance,

took much of the deviations out. Timing walk corrections with the

amplitudes of CP1 and CP2 were more pronounced at low energies

because the efficiency of the CPs decreases as energy of the

traversing ions goes down. We then adjusted the offset in the TAC

calibration until T0 came at zero.

After these corrections T0 was nearly independent of Z (less

than 200 psec from sodium to carbon). Within each Z T walked less

than 75 psec. Even though the velocities of the particles were low

(s/c varied from 2.4% to 4.8% for particles of energy from 1-4

MeV/amu), a relativistic correction was applied to the time in the

final mass calculation. Figure 111.19. shows the typical mass

spectrum for all Z=6 to Z=12. The measured mass resolution was

typically 1.2%, while it was -0.8% for the smaller collimator. As a

test for the overall performance of the experiment, an effective

timing and energy uncertainty can be obtained from eqn.(3-2).

(&fl2 (E2 25T2 2c5D2
I-) + + (3-13)Lm) E
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Neglecting the last term on the right hand side and using Eq.(3-2),

one gets

rSm2E2 = (E)2 +
m

(3-14)

A plot of (mE/m)2 vs E3 (Fig. 111.20.) will give an intercept equal

to 52E and a slope equal to _.(62T). In the present experiment we

have a timing uncertainty of 700 psec over a 468 cm flight path and

an effective energy uncertainty of 425 keV. In all but the most

energetic cases the mass resolution was limited by the energy

resolution [Fig. 111.21.].

Gates

To reduce randoms and the number of spurious events gates were

applied on all of the seventeen raw parameters rejecting about 30% of

the total number of events. Non-valid events due to pile-up problems

in the gas counter rejected about 207. of the total number. A number

of calculated gates were also applied to reduce backgrounds further.

They are explained briefly in the following paragraphs. (1)

Particles having unusual flight times than the normal particles due

to randoms in the timing detectors will have different calculated

masses. It is shown that (see appendix B) these particles will be
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identified as having an entirely different mass corrected Z from the

lookup table. A gate of (± .3Z) on the difference between the mass

corrected Z from the DE2-E table lookup method and that from the

DE-TOF table lookup method [Fig. 111.22.] was very useful in

throwing away these events. (2) Particles having abnormal paths

through the counter (like hitting the sides of the counter and

bouncing back) were rejected by setting a restriction on the vertical

drift of the particle inside the counter. The vertical drift was

derived from the three drift time measurements (TEL,TE2,TE) which was

a measure of the vertical position of the traversing particle in the

counter. If y1, y2 and y3 are the instantaneous vertical heights and

d1, d2 and d3 the corresponding horizontal positions from the

entrance window, for a traversing particle, in E1, E2 and E

sections of the detector respectively, then

y1 TE2 TEL and y3 y1 TE TEL (3-15)

The instantaneous vertical position of the particle, neglecting the

multiple scattering, in the counter at any time can now be written as

y = a.d + y0 (3-16)

where a is the slope and y0 the offset; the slope being given by



Y2Y1 y3Yla= _____ = _____
d2-d1 d3-d1

(3-17)

From relations 3.14 and 3.16 we have for the colinear condition

Y2Y1 d21 TE2-TEI

y3-y1 d3-d1 TE-TEI
(3-18)
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As discussed before these drift time measurements give information

about the vertical position of the traversing particle. A gate on

the vertical position (-1.2 cm compared to 8 cm of the total vertical

length) helped to identify the events which had unusual paths in the

counter (TE0, [Fig. 111.23.]). The actual number of events rejected

by this gate was very small (1Z). (3) The quantity TD2O (Fig.

111.24.) is the difference between the measured long TOF from target

to CP2 (using the Beam pickoff unit) and that calculated from the

measured short TOF, Ta

TD2O = TD2 + Rem(TD2P,Trf) Trf (3-19)

where Rem means the remainder of the quantities in the bracket.

TD2O can be be used to adjust the offset in the calculation of the

long TOF to get the absolute timing. In practice four long TOF

measurements were performed: two using the beam pickoff unit to
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measure time from target to CP1/CP2 (TD1 and TD2) and two using beam

rf unit (TB1 and TB2). Therefore four similar quantities,TD1O, TD2O,

TB1O and TB2O were calculated and gates applied to reduce randoms.

(4) The velocity differences between the long TOF calculations and

that from the short TOF calculations (total 4) were gated with a gate

of 1.50 nsec. Figure 111.25. shows one such spectrum. (5) Timing

differences between the beam pickoffs and RF derived time-of--flight

determinations can be expressed in terms of the two quantities TDIF1

= TBI - TD1 and TDIF2 = TB2 TD2 which show beam pickoff vs RF time

resolution independent of CPI(or CP2) time uncertainties .These may,

sometimes, contain more than one peak separated by Trf. After

collapsing to single peaks [Fig. 111.26.] the gates applied to these

parameters were (±100 psecs.). (6) The quantities TSUMB = Ta (TBI

TB2) and TSUMD = Ta (TDI TD2) give the intrinsic timing between

CPI and CP2 and should be an integral multiple of Trf So the

remainder of these quantities with Trf should give the combined

resolution of the two beam(RF) pickoffs [Fig. 111.27.]. A gate of

(± 150 psec) was applied to these parameters. The total number of

events rejected by all these calculated parameter gates was

approximately 10-12%.
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Each of the runs was analysed one at a time to write out a

secondary file containing the calculated (17) parameters. This

procedure also helped to monitor each run during analysis. All the

runs were then added together to produce a final single file. Figure

111.28. gives a contour plot of mass number (A) vs atomic number (Z)

for the region Z=7 to Z=12 produced by an interactive display program

[3.20]. It is obvious from the plot that there is no ambiguity in

Z-resolution and individual mass separation within each Z is also

good. By putting gates on the Z, the mass spectra for the different

elements can be obtained [Fig. III. 29a-f.]. Note that the peaks

of interest (eg. 20N and 2F) are two to three orders of magnitude

below the most intense peaks.

Centroid Determination

The centroid (more specifically the mean) of each mass line was

determined using a moment analysis approach. To reduce bias and

systematic errors, the region over which each mass line was fitted

varied according to the measured mass resolution, which was a smooth

function of A and Z (Fig. 111.30.), with the idea of keeping the

relative area under each mass line constant. A window that was

symmetric around the mean and had a width of FWTM (i.e., covering

96% of the total peak area) was adopted as the best compromise

between fitting over the largest peak area and minimizing centroid
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walk arising from the asymmetries in the tails of the mass line

distribution or the potential cross contamination from adjacent mass

lines. Centroids extracted in this fashion were also found to agree

well with those determined from gaussian peak fits. Analysis using a

peak shape which was a Gaussian plus an exponential tail on the right

side of the peak also gave similar results. As mentioned before

these centroids are a direct measure of the total mass of the

nuclide. To relate these centroids to the masses the difference

between the known mass and the extracted mass centroid (i. e., cS =

Akflown Centroid) was calculated for all the known masses. Table

III. 1. gives a summary of the known masses [3.21], measured

centroids and the differences over the region the analysis was

performed.

In the direct mass measurement technique the centroid of the

mass line is proportional to the total mass of the particular

isotope. To relate the centroids to the known masses and then

extract the unknown masses, the difference between the known mass and

the measured centroid was taken for the range of nuclei measured in

the present experiment. Figure 111.31. shows a plot of this

difference as a function of the atomic number A. They vary

approximately from -.15 amu to 0.11 amu for the measured region

instead of being zero for all the cases. The reason for this

deviation was the difficulty in determining the energy and



timeofflight accurately on an absolute scale for a wide range of A

and Z covering a large dynamic range. (We believe that most of our

difficulty arises from the energy determination.). We observe a

smoothly varying surface of differences ranging from 0.15 amu for

to 0.11 amu for 26Ne. If all this difference were entirely due

to energy uncertainty it would correspond to -45O keV or -30O psec if

it were entirely due to the timing uncertainty.

In order to evaluate how fundamentally limiting these

experimental deviations are to this technique, we have attempted to

extrapolate these variations as function of A and Z. For the

isotopic sequences a power series expression including a small

quadratic term in A was found to give a satisfactory representation

of the data (see the appendix). In general, isotonic and isobaric

sequences did not have as many points as did the isotopic series and

were difficult to fit and extrapolate. Instead the difference in 6

between adjacent isobaric and isotonic members were calculated first.

For example in the case of 2F the difference in 6 for the isobaric

neighbours are obtained between 23F and 23Ne, 22F and 22Ne and so on

(i.e., 6A 6A)
for the isobaric extrapolation. Similarly thez1 z

isotonic difference in 6 are obtained between 23F and 2Ne, 22F and

23Ne and so on (i.e., 61 6A) for the isotonic extrapolation. A
z+1 z

simple linear fit of these deviations as a function of A worked

remarkably well. Figure 111.32. shows a typical example of the
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three methods of extrapolation for the case of 2F. The quantity on

the y-axis is the difference between the known mass and the measured

centroid (amu).

To evaluate how well these three methods extrapolate, we have

calculated the experimental deviations for a number of nuclei which

have measured deviations since their masses are known. (Note that

the data point being fit was excluded from the data set.). Table

III. 2. gives the results from the three methods and the weighted

average (last column) of the three methods for a number of

neutron-rich nuclei. In all cases the extrapolated deviation agreed

with the measured deviation and among themselves within their errors.

These extrapolated deviations (weighted average) were then used to

extract the unknown masses. The procedure and the results are given

in the next section.
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Table 111. 1. Data for the region of analysis; Known

mass (column 1), measured centroids (column 2) and the difference

between the two quantities, 6 (massknowncentroid) (column 3).

Mass known
Z (amu)

13.003355

14. 003 242

15.010599

16.006100

17.008449

18.0140847

19.017034

Centroid
(amu)

13. 1139

14.0917

15.080 7

6

(amu)

-. 1105(±0.0004)

-. 0884 (± 0. 0004)

-.0701(±0.0009)

-.0401(±0.0015)

-. 0118 (±0. 0044 )

-.0211(±0.0076)

-. 1301(±0.0008)

-. 1079(±0.0004)

-.0794(±0.0008)

-. 0620 (±0. 0008)

-. 03 10 (±0. 0016 )

-. 0029 (±0. 0026 )
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Table 111.1. (contd.)

Mass known
Z (amu)

Centroid
(amu)

6

(amu)

15.003065 15.1521 -.1490(±0.0034)

15.994915 16.1152 -.1203(±0.0007)

16.999131 17.0999 -.1008(±0.0007)

17.999160 18.0691 -.0699(±0.0006)
8

19.003577 19.0468 -.0432(±0.0009)

20.004072 19.9936 0.0104(±0.0012)

21.008724 20.9826 0.0261(±0.0028)

22.010137 21.9469 0.0632(±0.0060)

18.000937 18.1170 -.1161(±0.0020)

18.998403 19.0854 -.0871(±0.0008)

19.999982 20.0526 -.0526(±0.0007)
9

20.999949 21.0181 -.0182(±0.0008)

22.003034 21.9804 0.0226(±0.0014)

23.003601 22.9439 0.0597(±0.0024)

23.9070
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Table III. 1. (contd.)

Mass known Centroid
Z (amu) (amu) (arnu)

19.992436 20.0958 -.1034(±0.0018)

20.993843 21.0619 -.0681(±0.0009)

21.991383 22.0285 -.0347(±0.0007)
10

22.994465 22.9938 0.0007(±0.0010)

23.993613 23.9568 0.0368(tO.0012)

24.997686 24.9242 0.0735(±0.0034)

26.00472 25.8882 0.1122(±0.0054)

21.994434 22.0756 -.0812(±0.0038)

22.989768 23.0396 -.0499(±0.0014)

11 23.990961 24.0045 -.0139(±0.0013)

24.989953 24.9698 0.0201(±0.0013)

25.992587 25.9337 0.0589(±0.0021)

26.993939 26.8964 0.0975(±0.0032)
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Table III. 2. Comparison of the three methods of extrapolation (see
text) with the weighted average in the last column.

Isotopic Isobaric

A
Z Extrapolation Extrapolation

(amu) t$ (amu)

Isotonic Weighted

Extrapolation Average

S (amu) 5 (amu)

17c -.0082(±.0070) -.0118(±.0052) -.0ll0(±.0044) -.0107(±.0030)

l8 .0177(±.0082) .0197(±.0063) .0183(±.0077) .0187(±.0041)

19N -.0054(±.0037) -.0050(±.0027) -.2l80(±.0047) -.0046(±.0020)

20N .0284(±.0061) .0291(±.0056) .0284(±.0055) .0288(±.0033)

210 .0264(±.0037) .0261(±.0030) .0273(±.0028) .0267(±.0018)

220 .0649(±.0051) .0632(±.0063) .0615(±.0061) .0634(±.0033)

23F .0618(±.0039) .0586(±.0050) .0611(±.0034) .0609(±.0023)

2L+F .1017(±.0042) .1025(±.0050)

25Ne .0727(±.0028) .0728(±.0035)

.1015(±.0051) .1018(±.0027)

.0759(±.0043) .0734(±.0034)

26Ne .1108(±.0027) .1129(±.0054) .1124(±.0061) .1114(±.0023)
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Fig. 111.2. Schematic layout of the Thin Target experimental area

located in the main beam line of LAMPF.
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produced by the fragmentation of uranium by 800 MeV protons. The

double differential cross-section values are in arbitrary units
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Fig. III.4c. Energy distribution for the isotopes of sodium

produced by the fragmentation of uranium by 800 MeV protons. The

double differential cross-section values are in arbitrary units
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Fig. 111.6. Schematic diagram of the gas handling system used to

remotely control the pressure inside the gas counter.
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Fig. 111.7. Energy spectrum of elastically scattered 160 from gold

target at 0LAB 30° taken with the gas ionization counter. The

smaller peaks at 60 and 44 MeV are due to the carbon impurities in

the target and beam impurities respectively.
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with the gas ionization counter at a pressure of 35 torr CF4.
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text).
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Fig. 111.11. A typical time-of-flight spectrum taken with the

normal experimental set up for an cz-source ("BGd+229Th) in front of

CP1 detector. A coincidence requirement between the CP signals and

the gas counter signal was used as the trigger for the event.
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fast timing information from the pulsed LAME beam.
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(d)

Fig. III.15a-d. Schematic diagram of the electronics showing mainly

the sections providing the 13 secondary parameters: (a) CP1/CP2 -

RF/SBF timing, (b) CP2 - DE1/DE2/E timing to determine Y-position,

(c) Pulser section and (d) bit register to identify event type. BPS:

Beam pickoff synchronizer, SBP: Stripline beam pickoff, TFA: Timing

filter amplifier, RPG: Regenerate pulse generator, SD: Scale down

unit, FR: Fast relay, APG: Avalanche pulse generator, TPL: Tail

ulser, PUR: Pile-up rejector,
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gas ionization counter (Y-axis) for recoiled fragmentation product

from the target.
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Fig. 111.17. A spectrum of the mass corrected atomic number (Z)

obtained from the AE2-E table lookup for the region Z=5 to Z=12.
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CP2 (468 cm long).
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The parameter TE0 (see text) which was gated (+1.2 cm)

to constraint the vertical drift of the particles

The zero has been offset by 20.0 nsec.

in the gas counter.
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Fig. 111.24. The parameter TD2O (see text); the difference between

the measured TOF from target to CP2 using the beam pickoff unit and

that calculated from the short TOf Ta. Gate on 1020 was .2 nsec.

The zero has been offset by 20.0 nsec.
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the refined long TOE from target to CP2 and that from the TOE between

CP1 and CP2, Ta. Gate on it was gate = 1.50 nsec. The zero has been

offset by 20.0 nsec.
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Fig. 111.28. A two dimensional contour plot between the mass number

(A) (X-axis) and the atomic number (Z) for the region Z=7 to Z=11.
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Fig. III.29a. Mass spectrum for the isotopes of carbon. Masses

below '2C have been rejected because of the unacceptable background.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To relate the measured centroids of the known masses to the

actual masses and to extract the unknown masses, we took the

differences between the known masses and the centroids. A small but

smooth systematic deviation was observed (see the experimental

section). To take advantage of this smooth trend, we extrapolated

along the isotopic, isobaric and isotonic lines. All these

extrapolations agreed very well among the error bars. Therefore we

took the weighted average of all the three extrapolations.

By adding the extrapolated deviations (weighted average) to the

measured centroid, the mass excesses of several neutron-rich nuclei

have been determined. In table IV. 1. the results of the

experiment for a number of known masses are compared with the already

well established values. In all cases excellent agreement with the

known masses are found. Two new masses, 20N and 2F, determined for

the first time are in good agreement with the systematic predictions

of ref. 3.21. In all cases errors were limited by the statistical

uncertainty of the mass line centroid, not by the extrapolation

procedure.
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Comparison of the results with theoretical models will not be

able to give any definite critical interpretation of theory because

of the comparatively large error bars. Also most of the mass models

don't predict masses in the low Z and A region, because the models

are usually based on the gross features of the nuclear properties.

They are not expected to characterize the sudden structure changes

which often occur in the low Z and A region. Table IV.2. contains

selected mass relations and mass models (see appendix D) and their

predicted values for the two masses 20N and 2F measured in the

present experiment.

In Figure IV.1. the difference between the mass excess

predictions of various models and that measured in this experiment,

not including the error bars, are given for 20N and 2'F.

Systematically 20N is predicted to be more bound by all models

relative to 2"F. Ignoring the errors in the measurement, the

comparison of Figure IV.1. suggests, however, that the models

predict greater binding of 2F relative to experimental values than

for 20N. This is also true if we consider the systematic prediction

of Wapstra and Audi [3.21] which gives a mass excess of 22.10 MeV for

20N and 8.75 MeV for 2F while the experimental values are 21.9 14eV

and 8.3 MeV respectively.
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One of the main motivations in doing this experiment was to look

at the nuclear structure effects in the low mass region of

neutron-rich nuclei. From the measured masses one can calculate the

two-neutron separation energies of these nuclei and look for any

abnormal changes in their values characteristic of deformation and/or

stability. Figure IV.2. is a plot of S2 vs the neutron number for

the case of C to Na. One thing worth noticing in the figure is that

the S2 decrease rapidly for C, N, and 0 and then flattens out at

N=10. It is well known that in regions where a rapid phase

transition occurs (as in the case of rare-earth regions) such curves

flatten out or even rise somewhat. Obviously the trend is not

repeated quite so well in the case of F and Ne in the figure. It may

be that the effect depends on the proton number too, as in the case

of 31Na where Z=11 is responsible for the deformation at N=2O as

shown the Hatree-Fock calculations. Extension of mass measurement

and other properties of these exotic nuclei accompanied by rigorous

theoretical work is needed to reveal possible interesting nuclear

structure effects in this region.
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Table IV. 1. Experimental deviations compared with extrapolated

deviations (weighted average.) Adding the extrapolated deviation to

the determined centroid of each mass line gives the measured mass.

Masses given in square brackets are systematic predictions taken from

Ref. 3.21.

Az

Measured

Deviation

'sobs
(amu)

Measured

Mass Excess

(MeV)

Known

Mass Excess

(MeV)

'7c -.o118(±.0044) 20.0(±4.9) 21.025 (±.035)

18C .0211(±.0076) 22.7(±8.0) 24.890 (±.150)

19N -.0029(±.0026) 14.3(±3.0) 15.867 (±.047)

21.9(±5.7) [22.10]

210 .0261(±.0028) 8.7(±3.1) 8.127 (±.052)

220 .0632(±.0059) 9.7(±6.3) 9.443 (±.087)

23F .0597(±.0024) 4.5(±3.1) 3.354 (±.170)

2'F 8.3(±4.5) [8.75]

25Ne .0735(±.0034) -2.2(±3.6) -2.156 (±.091)

26Ne .1122(±.0054) -0.4(±5.5) 0.440 (±.072)
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Table IV. 2. Comparison of the prediction of selected mass formulae

for values of the two new masses, 20N and 21F whose masses were

determined in the present experiment.

Formula Mass Excess Measured Mass

(MeV) Excess (MeV)

20N, 2F 20N, 2F

Carvey-Kelson 21.88, 8.36

(Jan ecke)

Comay-Kelson 21.63, 7.97

Liran-Zeldes ----, 8.35

21.9, 8.3

Jelly 21.60, 8.04

Groote-Hilf-- 21.81, 9.18

Takahashi

Moller-Nix ----, 9.21
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V. CONCLUSION 113

The present experiment showed for the first time that direct

mass measurements of recoiling nuclei can be performed using a

combined energy and time-of-flight (McrET2) technique. The energy and

timing resolution required for direct mass measurements was achieved

using a gas ionization counter and fast timing microchannel plate

detectors. The direct mass measurement approach used in this

experiment relies on the centroid of each mass line being a measure

of the total mass of the species. Smooth deviations between the

actual masses of the nuclei and the measured centroids arose in this

experiment due to the difficulty in determining both the energy and

the time-of-flight on an absolute scale, but these deviations were

largely removed by extrapolating along the isotopic, isobaric and

isotonic lines. The measured masses of several known neutron-rich

nuclei (17C to 26Ne) showed excellent agreement with their known

masses. The masses of two neutron-rich nuclei, 20N and 2F, were

measured for the first time using this technique. Measured error

bars ranging from 3-8 MeV for such neutron-rich nuclei were limited

by the counting statistics, not by the extrapolation procedure. The

main advantages and disadvantages of the present experiment and

future possible improvements to this technique are mentioned below.
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The main advantages are: (1) a large number of nuclei, both

known and unknown are measured simultaneously independent of their N

or Z which help to reduce systematic errors, (2) the method is not

element specific as in the cases of techniques which relay on ion

sources; all the recoiling fragmentation products are detected, (3)

detailed decay scheme knowledge of the particular nucleus is not

required as in the case of mass measurements using s-endpoint

energies, (4) the method is not restricted to nuclei which can be

produced in two-body reactions, (5) the recoil technique is fast such

that nuclei with short half-lives can be measured easily, provided

they are produced with reasonable yields.

The main drawbacks or limitations defined by the present work

were: (1) both energy and TOF must be measured on an absolute scale

and with good resolutions, (2) light ions whose yields were much

higher than the ions of interests entered the counter and degraded

the energy resolution and thus the mass measurement resolution and

(3) the small solid angle limited the statistics of the experiment

which in turn also limited the mass measurement accuracy. A

compromise between mass resolution and count rate was obtained for

the present experiment to optimize the mass measurement accuracy per

unit time.
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Future improvements to this technique would be to use a m/Q

filter to reduce or eliminate the high yield light ions which

degraded the energy resolution and to use magnetic focusing devices

(such as quadrupoles) to increase the solid angle. The lessons

learned from the present pioneering experiment will be useful in the

series of mass measurements to be carried out at LAMPF using the

Time-Of--Flight Isochronous (TOFI) spectrometer. The transport line

which delivers recoils to TOFI spectrometer will have m/Q filter and

focusing devices and could be used alone to make direct mass

measurements using the MoET2 technique with much improved accuracies

than achieved here. The TOFI spectrometer is designed to be

isochronous such that the transit time of a particle passing through

the spectrometer is independent of particle velocity. In such a

system the time-of-flight measured through the spectrometer can

provide a direct measure of the recoil mass (i.e., MccET2 making

possible a much improved mass resolution is possible. The technique

developed here of relating centroids and masses to extract new masses

is of direct application to TOFI which is expected to yield new mass

measurements with accuracies of 30 keV to 1 MeV (depending on the

production rate) for a wide range of neutron-rich nuclei.
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Appendix A Calibrations of the detectors

The calibration of the detectors was one of the most important

tasks in the experiment which had to be done as accurately as

possible. Energy calibration of the counter was done using a mix

a-source (229Th + 8Gd) with its characteristic lines of mean

energies at 3.183, 4.858, 5.808, 6.375 and and 8.375 MeV. Since the

energies of the a-lines used were low compared to that of the real

particles, the a calibration was done at higher amplifier gain

setting. For the present experiment we chose a coarse gain setting

of 200X on all amplifiers. The gains of the amplifier sections were

matched using a precise and stable pulser set-up [3.9J by adjusting,

if necessary, the fine gains and d.c off-sets in the main amplifiers

to with in .1% or better. The principle behind the gain matching was

such that if the same amount of charge (energy) is deposited in each

of the anode sections then the amplitude of the anode signals from

each of the amplifiers should be the same under identical gain

setting. A precision pulser calibration (mV vs channel number) was

done at the high gain setting to cover the entire range of the ADCs.

The a spectrum was taken with the gas counter at the high gain

setting. The amplifier gains were switched to the normal gain for

data acquisition and the gains matched as before. Another pulser
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calibration was done at the lower gain settings from which the energy

calibration at the normal gain was obtained as described below.

The energy of an ce-line (after the correction for the energy

loss in the entrance window) can be written as the sum of the

energies deposited in each section of the anodes.

Ea = DEl + DE2 + E (A-i)

In terms of the individual channel numbers the energy is written as

E = A + a.ch#)DE1 +b.ch#)DE2 + c.ch#)E = ch#)Fi (A-2)

where A is the combined intercept and a, b and c are arbitrary slopes

for the three anode sections; arbitrary because the energies of the

ct-lines are known and ch#)Fi is the channel number in the total
energy ct spectrum. A least-square fit is now done for the energies

vs channel numbers for the ct spectrum. From this we get a slope,

(keVIch#) and an off-set, ct(keV), which is the sum of all the three

off-sets. Let B2 and be the slopes and and ct3 the

intercepts for E1,AE2 and E, respectively, at the high gain setting.

Since the gains are equal at the high gain setting,

B2 B3 = B (A-3)

(A-4)
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From eqn. (A-2), (A-3) and (A-4)

hi hi hi

)
+ 2 + 2.th#)DE2+ Z3 + B3.ch#)E (A-5)+ $1.ch#

DEl

A precise pulser calibration (mV vs channel number) was done at the

high gain setting. The slopes and intercepts are obtained by a

hi hi hileast-square fit to the data. Let
' 2)p and 3)p be the

hi hi hi
slopes (mV/ch#) and c&1)

2)p and a3)p the intercepts (mV) for

the pulser at the high gain setting such that.

hi hi hi hi
+B ) .ch#

DE1) (mV)
1)p 1 p )DE1 (A-6)

hi hi hi hi
DE2) (mV) 2) + .ch#) (A7)

p

hi hi hi hi
(my) = &3)p + 3)p .ch#)E (A-8)

From relation (A-3) and (A-6) define:

hi
A = (B1i'1) (key/mV) (A-9)

hi hi hiUsing relation (A-9) convert
a2) and c3)p to keV from mV.

Taking the differences of the off-sets, one can write,

hi hi

i)p a3)p (A-b)

hi hi

2)p a2 a3 (A-il)
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From (A-b), (A-li) and (A-12) a1, a2 and a3 can be converted to keV.

From a least-square fit to the pulser calibration data at the normal

gain setting (at which real data was taken), one can write as before:

lo lo lo lo
DE1) (my) = a1) + .ch#)DE1 (A-13)

lo lo
lo loDE2) (mV) = ct2)p + 2)p .ch#)DE2 (A-14)

lo lo lo lo
E) (my) = a3)p + 3)p .ch#)E (A15)

Since the same pulser setup was used, using relations (A-8) and

(A-15) for the E-section one can write

lo hi
(my) = E) (mV) (A-16)

hi lo
Expressing ch#)g in terms of ch#)E one gets

hi lo lo lo hi hi
= [a3) + 3)p .ch#)E a3) ]/3)p (A-17)

For the energy deposited in the E-section

hi
E a + (A- 18)

Similar relations were obtained for DEl and DE2. Substituting eqn.
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(A-17) in eqn. (A-18) slope and intercept are obtained automatically

for the normal gain settings at which data was taken.

A high precision time calibrator was used for calibrating all

the TACs. Pressure and temperature calibrations were also done from

a series of pressure and temperature settings. Since the experiment

was done for a long time (4 months), the calibration was

periodically checked and corrected as necessary. Differential

non-linearities of the amplifier and TAC ADCs were also checked using

a pulser setup. In all cases these nonlinearities were found to be

less than .2% over the region of interest.

Appendix B - Mass correction to the atomic number(Z)

The Z determined from the DE2-E table is mass dependent [3.7].

Therefore a correction was applied to take care of the mass

dependence as follows. Assuming the rate of energy loss is

approximately constant in the DE2 section of the detector one can

write

DExmZ2/E (B-i)

In the table lookup method the Z was calculated from the ridge-line

of the DE2-E plot. For each Z the mean mass is characteristic of the
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mass distribution for each Z in Uranium fragmentation by proton. The

relation between E and time-of-flight is given by

E
(T-T0)2

Substituting Eq. (B-2) in Eq. (B-i) one gets

DE z2(T-T0)2

(B-2)

(B-3)

Therefore to make Z independent of mass, the velocities of the

different masses of a given Z is made to be a constant. Take

dE
)Eref (B-4)

where Eref is the energy at the center of the E2 section for an

assumed mass, Aref and can be written as (using eqn. (B-4))

Eref = + E' (B-5)

Similarly for the observed mass

-!+EP (B-6)Eobs
2
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To keep the velocity same for both masses.

Eobs Eref
(B- 7)

Aobs Aref

E'
Af

+ - (B-8)
Aobs 2 2

Assuming AE'/2DE/2 for simplicity, (i.e, the rate of energy loss is

the same for both the masses) one gets

E'
=Aref(E +

DE

Aobs 2
(B-9)

The modified energy, E', was used to determine the corrected Z of the

particle by a table re-look up using the same DE2-E table. The mass

corrected Z was better than the uncorrected Z by about 207. in FWHN

(Fig. B.1, B.2).

For the Z determined from the DE2-TOF table lookup, a second

order correction for the mass dependence was applied as follows. As

in the previous mass correction for Z, here also we want the velocity

in the middle of the DE2 section to be the same for the reference as

well as the calculated mass.
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DE'' Aobs
- DECP2 DEWIND

DE
E'' DECP2X - DEWINDX - ____ = ____

2 Aref

(B-lU)

where ETS, DECP2 and DEWIND are explained in the experimental

section. The left hand side of eqn. (B-7) corresponds to observed

(actual) mass and the right hand side to the reference mass. For

simplicity assume DE''=DE,ECP2X=ECP2 and DEWINDX=DEWIND. Then

E''
Aobs

+ (1
Aobs

+ DEWIND +) (B-il)
Aref Aref 2

Expressing the energy (E'') in terms of time, Eq.(3.14) can be

written as

Aref_B2 A0D2
+ (DECP2 + DEWIND + ) (B-12)

2Ta'2 2Ta2

The value of Ta' was used for the new time in the DE2P-TOF table

look-up method to find the corrected Z of the particle.
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Appendix C - Moment Analysis and Least Square Fit

1. Moment Analysis. A moment analysis was used to determine the

centroids of the mass lines. The window for the region was chosen

such that it covered about 96% of the area under the peak and at the

same time minimize the effect due to the adjacent peaks.

The algebraic moments for a distribution of points can be

written as {C.i, C.2].

IJ'n = (C-i)

From C-i the algebraic mean can be written as

= = fx1/f (C-2)

where f is the number of counts in channel i and x1 is the channel

number i. The central moments are obtained from

= f1(x )fl/f
(C-3)

The standard deviation can be obtained from eqn. (C-3).

a2 = f(x1 )2/f (C-4)
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When the algebraic moment 5E is not known, but must be estimated

from the data itself, then the unbiased estimate of the standard

deviation is modified slightly because one degree of freedom is

already used to estimate .

rS = a!
,/ n-i

(C-5)

The uncertainty in the mean and in the variance can be written,

assuming the distribution to be a normal distribution, as

= s/v'n (C-6)

= s/v'2n (C-7)

The uncertainty in the mean was used as the statistical uncertainty

in the centroids of the mass lines, which was found to be the

limiting factor of our mass resolution. 2. Least Square Fit A least

square fitting procedure was used to extrapolate along the isotopic,

isobaric and isotonic lines. For the isotopic lines a quadratic

expression in A was used whereas for the isobaric and for the

isotonic lines a simple linear expression in A was used. Least

square procedure for an arbitrary function is explained below.



an arbitrary function of order n

a1X1(x) + .... +a X Cx) (C-il)
nfl

(C-I 2)
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The weighted sum of squares of deviations of data y from the fitting

function y(x) called X2 is written as [3.2]

[y1 - y(x1)J2} (C-13)

In the least square method the coefficients are determined by

minimizing x2 with respect to each of the coefficients. From

eqn.(C-13) we get n+1 equations.

[a.X.(x.)}}2 (C-14)4LYj - y(x)]2 = 33 1

where has been omitted for clarity. The solutions of these

equations, yielding the values for the coefficients for which X2 is a

minimum can be written as

[yjxk(xj)1 = (C-15)
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In matrix form eqn.(C-15) can be written as

= (aa); j = O,n and k = O,n (C-16)

= aci, where

= [4Yjxkxj)] (C-17)

jk = [xj(xj)Xk(xj)] (c-18)

The symmetric matrix c& is called the curvature matrix because of its

relation to the curvature inn coefficient space. If we multiply

both sides of equation C-6 by another symmetric matrix which is

nothing but the inverse of the matrix n, the result gives a solution

for the coefficient matrix a directly since czc( = 1.

-1
a = 3ci. = (C-19)

a kkk) = {jk{ixk(xi)] (c20)

The curvature matrix a as well as its inverse c are symmetric, Cjk =

Ckj The uncertainty of determination of any coefficient a is the

root sum square of the product of the standard deviation of each

point multiplied by the effect that point has on the determination

of that coefficient.
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{2(J)2]
(C-21)

a y

Using eqn.(C-20)

aa.

= [ejk4xk(xj)]
a y

aa.

=

= jkCjmkm Cjj
(C-22)

The error matrix CJj contains most of the information needed for

estimating errors. If the uncertainties in the data points are not

known, they can be approximated from the data as

= a2 = S2 N_n_1i (C-23)

where N-n-i is the number of degrees of freedom after fitting N data

points with n+1 parameters. The covariance matrix an be written

as
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a. a

aaiao =

= cjo (C-24)

The linearcorrelation coefficients are obtained from the covariance

matrices as

2

2 2where =

13
(C-25)

The goodness of leastsquare fit to a set of data points can be

judged from the correlation coefficients and the covariance matrices.

The variance of a quandity U computed from the adjusted parameters

via leastsquare fit by means of a theoretical formula like the power

series is written as [C.3]

2 U 2 2aaj +
a oaiaaj (C-26)

i ij

where aaj is the error for the parameter a1 and is the

correlation coefficient between the parameters a and a. The error

matrices and the correlation coefficients were used to determine the

uncertainty in the extrapolation.
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Appendix D MASS MODELS

Liran-Zeldes

The mass predictions of Liran-Zeldes is based on the shell model

of the nucleus. The mass excess of a nucleus in this approach is

written as {D.1]

AM(N,Z) = + ZtMz + E (N,Z)
pair

+ Edef(N,Z) + Ecoui(NZ) (D-1)

where MN and 1Mz are the mass excesses of the neutrons and protons.

EPair(NZ) is the nuclear part of the ground-state energy of the

nucleus in the strong pairing approximation [D.2J
. Edef(NZ)

represents the contribution due to configuration mixing like single

and two particle excitation between neighbouring sub-shells within

the filling major shells (giving rise to deformation [D.3]) and

excitation between major shells (giving rise to core polarization).

ECO1(N,Z) is the coulomb energy of the protons. In the calculation

of E and E distinction is made for the valence nucleonspair def

filling the same major shell and those filling the different shells.
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The numerical values of the coefficients in E E andpair' def

Eoi vary with the shell region, the boundaries of the regions being

the official magic numbers. The adjustment of the coefficient is

done by a x2 minimization procedure for each region separately. To

achieve continuity of the mass surface across the shell boundaries,

the coefficients were readjusted (using additional equations, if

necessary) so that the mass on the boundary is the same when

calculated from the coefficients pertaining to each region. The

ground state of odd-odd nuclei in the strong pairing approximation

[D.2] can have two configurations with the seniority quantum number v

and the isospin T.

v 2 and T = ITZI or

v = 0 and T = TzI + 1

Experimental observation that nuclei in the f712 shell and above have

T = T except for N = Z odd-odd nuclei for which T = T + 1 isg.s Z g.s Z

used to remove the ambiguity. Lack of more mass measurements in the

ZN region is circumvented by using mirror nuclei to calculate the

model coefficients in these shell regions, adding properly normalized

Coulomb energies. The predictions of these models are better for the

region above the f712 levels.
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Modified Shell Model

The modified shell model approach of Jelly et.al. [D.4] is very

similar to the GK-T relations but it takes into account more explicit

shell effects to predict the masses of light neutron-rich nuclei.

Using the simple shell model approach {D.51 the mass of a nucleus

with additional mj protons and nj' neutrons than that of a doubly

closed shell nucleus M can be written as0

.m .,fl
M(

.m .,nrrj ,j ) = M0 V(nj) + V(Vj') + V(j ,,j ) (D-2)

where V(Tij) is the interaction kinetic energy of mj protons with the

core and V(vj') that of the nj' neutrons with the core.

is the interaction energy between mj protons and nj' neutrons.

To account for the configuration mixing V(flm) and V(vj") can

be replaced by some arbitrary functions, U(Z) and W(N). Relation

(D-2) can be rewritten as

M(N,Z) = U(Z) + W(Z) +mmk(1JJk) (D-3)

no odd-odd and mmk even

where m1 and are the number of protons and neutrons in the shells

llj and vjk and v(jjjk) is the proton-neutron interaction parameter.
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Eqn. D.3 is very similar to the GK-T relation except for the last

term which takes explicit account of the neutron-proton interaction.

The relation was used to predict the masses of several Tz = 5/2

nuclei in the s-d shell and good agreement was found [0.61; rms

deviation of 290 keV compared to 620 keV for the GK-T in the region

of application.

Droplet Model

The ideal theoretical representation of nuclear properties

should be based on first principles. Unfortunately such a

description does not exist today, because of our incomplete

understanding of basic nuclear forces. An alternate approach is to

try to calculate the nuclear properties based on the experimentally

observed facts, like the saturation of the nuclear force, level

structure in nuclear energy, etc. The Liquid Drop Model and the

Shell Model are two examples of such a prescription. The Droplet

Model is a generalization of the Liquid Drop Model and is based on

the leptodermous approach [D.7] which involves an expansion in terms

of Ah/"3. Since the nuclei are two-component systems (protons and

neutrons), a second expansion parameter in i2 (I=(N-Z)/A) also enters

into the expression for the total energy. Fig. 0.1. shows the

nature of the refinement included in the Droplet Model. Inclusion of

terms only in A is the standard nuclear model. Inclusion of surface
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energy terms (cA2"3) and the volume symmetry energy (oI2A) gives the

Liquid Drop Model.

The Droplet Model includes the next higher order terms

proportional to A1'3, I2A2'3 and 14A. Two new degrees of freedom

must be added in order to take into account the addition of these

higher order terms. The first quantity, c(r), introduced for this

purpose is proportional to the deviation of density from its normal

nuclear value p0, removing the constraint that the nuclear matter is

incompressible. The second quantity, (r), is to remove the

constraint that the N/Z ratio is the same all over the nuclear volume

and this gives the possibility of excess neutrons being forced to the

surface to form a neutron skin of thickness 't' [Fig. D.2]

c(r) = 4p(r) p0]/p0 = + c(r)

(r) = [p(r) p(r)]/p(r) = + (r)

t = [I - 5(r)J/R = t + t
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In the Droplet Model, like in the Liquid Drop Model, the total

energy is written as the sum of three terms; the volume energy (E),

the surface energy (E5) and the Coulomb energy (E) [D.8]

E=E +E +E (D-4)V S c

where E = fpe, =

E = 2rr
(D-5)

C 2
E1 Ez2

r12

where e is the volume energy density and y is the surface energy

density which depends only on the local properties of the surface.

The Coulomb energy term is the usual double integral over the proton

surface with the proton densities at points 1 and 2. A

probability function P12(r) is included to allow for the

anti-correlation of protons in identical spin states required by

Pauli's principle. The explicit expressions for all the three

energies are given in Ref. D.8. The ground state energy of the

nucleus is calculated by minimizing the total energy with respect to

the variations in c, e, 5, S and t holding the shape of the surface,

constant. A relation between t and (r) removes one parameter as

being independent. The final minimized Droplet Model energy is given

by



where

2 12 i
E(N,Z,) = [-a1 + J - K + .M ]A

+ 9(J2/Q)A'BS + a3A"3Bk

+C1Z2A1I3B c2Z2Al/3Br c5Z2Bw c3Z2A1

44Z

- (c4/21"3)Z (D-6)

= 1[j( /Q)zA213B ]/[ 14(J/Q)A113B5
16

2

= [-2a2A'3B + L clz2A_4/3B]/K

where the coefficient are attributed to:

a1 = Volume energy

a3 = Curvature correction

Q = Effective surf. stiffness

L = Density synimetry

a2 = Surface energy

J = Symmetry energy

K = Compressibility

M = Symmetry anharmonicity
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The shape dependent terms are given below:

B = Surface energy Bc = Coulomb energy

Bk = Curvature energy Br = Vol. redistribution energy

B = Neutron skin energy B = Surf. redistribution energy

c1 c5 : Coulomb Coefficients.
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32= -e /r0 e2 = c12/336 (1/J + 18/K)
2/32

= --c (3/2fl)C =..c(b/r) 4 41
3 21 0

C5 =

= Nuclear radius constant b = 0.99 fm

The validity of the Droplet Model approach may be evaluated by

plotting the nuclear part of the known binding energy vs A"3 for

spherical nuclei {D.9 (Eqn.D.19 can be modified for this) which

should be linear with a slope equal to the surface energy coefficient

and an intercept equal to the volume energy coefficient.

Experimentally such a plot is linear down to A50 and approximately

linear from A=50 to A=10 {D.7].

The ground state mass of the atomic nucleus in the Droplet model

is written as

M(N,Z) = MHZ + + Macroscopic term + Microscopic term

where the macroscopic term is obtained as explained before and the

microscopic term contains the shell corrections, the pairing term and

the Wigner term The most common method to calculate the shell effects

is clue to Strutinsky [D.10] based on the single particle levels of

the nucleus in question. But for this, N/Z single particle well

parameters must be known beforehand, which could be determined by
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fitting the experimental excitation spectra and their variation with

respect to N and Z. Interestingly these can be obtained from the

Droplet Model with a minor extension {D.11]. The pairing term (even

- odd term) which corrects for the pairing energy of the last proton

and/neutron depending upon whether the nucleus is even-even, odd-A or

odd-odd is written in the simple form as

(even odd) = g/v'A odd-odd

0 odd-A

-g//A even-even

The Wigner term accounts for the tendency of the nucleus to have

equal number of protons and neutrons and to account for the splitting

of the mass surface into even-even, odd-odd and odd-even nuclei. The

Wigner term has the form

Wigner = h[ II + A1] for N=Z odd

0 otherwise
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The free parameters of the complete Droplet Model plus the

microscopic terms are adjusted to get the best overall fit to the

known masses and fission barriers. The rms deviation is about 1 MeV

[D.11} for the known masses, slightly higher than those obtained from

mass relations. But the terms in a mass model have individual

physics meaningi (where as those in a mass relation need not) and

therefore other interesting nuclear properties such as nuclear radii,

quadrupole moments, deformations etc. can be calculated from the

model.

Groote-Hilf-Takahashi

The Groote-Hilf-Takahashi semiempirical mass formula based on

the usual macroscopic-microscopic approach proposed by Groote et.el.

The macroscopic part of the energy is obtained by using the Droplet

Model expressions. The shell correction is derived using a bunching

average of the single particle spectrum [D.12] to reproduce the known

energy gaps at the magic numbers. The bunching procedure also takes

into account the change in the magnitude of the gaps in the single

particle spectra with the magic level numbers, especially for very

p-rich or n-rich nuclei in which the outer nucleons are pushed out

into the proton/neutron skin due to higher angular momentum

associated with these levels. The shell structure is most pronounced

at or near the Fermi surface. Off the Fermi surface many-particle
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correlations become important and result in a damping of the shell

structure. This particular effect is also taken into account in the

model. The ground state deformation is also taken into account using

a shape dependent function [D.13], but a more accurate treatment of

this can be done using a deformed Wood-Saxon/Hartree-Fock

calculation.

The final mass formula is given by

M(N,Z) = MDM(N,Z,Shape) + MPair(NZ) + Mw(N,Z) + M(N,Z,Shape)(D-7)

where MDM(N,Z,Shape) is the Droplet Model expression, Mpj(NZ) the

pairing term

Mpair = 10//A (MeV) odd-odd

0 odd-A

-10/VA (MeV) even-even

The Wigner term is Mw = 3011L, with I = (NZ)/A

The shell correction term M(N,Z,Shape) (special to this model) is

given by

M(N,Z,Shape) = {M(N,I) + M(ZI)](1-202)exp(--02) (D-8)
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where 0 is the shape parameter, Mn(NI) and M(ZI) are the neutron

and proton shell correction terms described in Ref. D.13. The

overall agreement to the ground state masses for Z10 is better than

620 keV (RMS deviation). The model can also be used to to calculate

quadrupole moments, nuclear radii and decay energies etc.

Seeger-Howard

Seeger and Howard use a macroscopic-microscopic approach to

calculate the ground state properties of nuclei. The macroscopic

term is the modified Liquid Drop Model, which includes volume and

surface terms, a curvature term, Coulomb energy term, Wigner term and

a small correction for binding of the atomic electrons {D.14]

Calculation of the microscopic term has three steps: (1)

determination of the Nillson-model levels [D.15] , (2) normalization

by the Strutinsky approximation [D.10] and (3) calculation of the

pairing energy by the BCS approach [D.16J. The choice of the Nilison

model is made because the harmonic oscillator potential shape does

not vary with N, Z or A Calculation of all parameters, execpt c and

c4, quadrupole and hexadecapole terms, were done by x2 minimization

to the known masses. The model eqation is then solved for various

shapes (changing E2 and £4) to get the maximum binding energy.
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Moller-Nix

Among the various macroscopic-microscopic approaches to

calculate the ground state properties of the atomic nuclei, the

Moller and Nix model is a rather recent one. The macroscopic term is

a smoothly varying function of particle number. The microscopic term

is a rapidly fluctuating function of deformation and particle number

as usual. To the basic Liquid Drop Model consisting of volume and

volume asymmetry terms and the Droplet Model Coulomb energy terms,

Moller and Nix adds a modified surface energy term obtained from a

Yukawa-plus-exponential potential to calculate the macroscopic part

of the total energy. The microscopic part contains the shell

correction from the Strutinsky approach [D.10 and pairing term using

the BCS method [D.16].

The major drawbacks of the single-Yukawa potential are: (1) the

range constant a = 1.4 fm needed to reproduce the experimental

heavy-ion elastic scattering data D.17,D.18 is larger than the one

obtained from other methods (1.2 fm) and (2) for two semi-infinite

slabs of nuclear matter the resulting interaction potential does not

have a minimum when the two slabs are in contact [D.19] . Moller and

Nix modified the single Yukawa potential to correct the above two

drawbacks by the use of a folding function which is nothing but the

difference between two single Yukawa potentials [D.19J. The outcome
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plus-exponential function. In terms of the

iential function the gereralized nuclear surface

) [D.2o]

,a ,A, E)

-a/a

a
d3rd3r'

(D-9)

where Cs is surface constant. The complete expression for the

macroscopic part of the total energy is given by

macro = MdZ + MzZ - a (I-K 2)AV V

+ as(1_Ks)121n(ro,a,A,E)

3e2[ z2
B (shape)4(3/2rl)2'3Z13J

5r 1/3 CoA

+ Edif + w{ ji +d] aelZ239

+ 1/25 odd-odd

1/25 odd-A

( 1/25) even-even (D-1O)

Bc(ShaPe) is the ratio of the Coulomb energy of the deformed sharp

surface nucleus to that of sharp surface spherical nucleus. Ediff is
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the diffuseness correction to the sharp surface [D.21,D.22]. The

other terms have the usual meanings as in the Liquid Drop Model.

Adding to the macroscopic part the contribution due to the

microscopic part the total energy of the nucleus is obtained. To

avoid, as far as possible, the false determination of the constants

inherent in the x2 minimization procedure where a parameter may take

a wrong value to account for a missing term, many parameters were

determined from other experimental facts. For example the nucleus

radius constant r0 was determined from electron elastic-scattering

data. Once r0 is fixed the range of the Yukawa-plus-exponential

potential, a, is determined from heavy-ion elastic scattering data.

The parameters a and are determined from the experimental fission

barriers, the remaining constants from the ground state masses. The

procedure helped to identify such features {D.20] as a proton form

factor, a charge asymmetry term (obtained from the Coulomb energy

difference of mirror nuclei) and the charge diffuseness of the

nucleus. A constant A° term in the macroscopic energy part

(Eqn.D.23), not observed in other models, improves the mass

prediction dramatically in the light mass region. The A° term may be

due to the finite range of nuclear forces. Small changes in the

values of the parameters do not seem to affect the predictive power

of the model which is a plus for the model.
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Appendix E - MASS RELATIONS

Garvey-Kelson

The interaction energy of a system of nucleons is composed of an

electrostatic term and a nuclear term. Adopting the independent

particle model picture, nucleons are described as moving in a self

consistent single-particle field. Each single particle level is four

fold degenerate, corresponding to the operation of time-reversal and

isospin conjugation. The bulk of the two body interaction is

absorbed into the single-particle Hartree-Fock energies, and the

residual interaction will be primarily between nucleons in the same

level. Garvey-Kelson mass relations between nuclidic masses makes

use of the above picture of the nucleus, including the assumption

that the single-particle levels and the residual interaction vary

slowly with the atomic number. With this approach a difference

equation of the general form is constructed as [E.1]

n

C1M(N,Z1) = 0 (E-1)

i=1

With = 1 and M refers to mass associated with nucleus i. The sum

over some subset of masses is to be made approximately equal to zero

by a judicious choice of the linear combination of masses so that all
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interactions (i.e., n-n, p-p and n-p interactions) between the

nucleons cancel to first order. The requirements for these are:

)C1N = 0, CZ1 = 0, C1N1Z = 0 (E-2)

Two non-trivial equations are obtained with n=6 using equations (E-1)

and the above conditions.

M(N+2,Z-2) M(N,Z) + M(N,Z-1) M(N+1,Z-2)

+ M(N+1,Z) - M(N+2,Z-1) = 0 (E-3)

M(N+2,Z) M(N,Z-2) + M(N+1,Z-2) M(N+2,Z-1)

+ M(N,Z-1) M(N+1,Z) = 0 (E-4)

Eqn.(E-3) is known as the transverse Garvey-Kelson (GK-T) mass

relation and eqn.(E-4) is known as the longitudinal Garvey-Kelson

(GK-L) mass relation. For eqn.(E-3) NZ and if N=Z, N should not be

odd. The reason for NZ is that an improper crossing of the N=Z line

will lead to cases where the isospiri dependence of the residual

interaction will not properly cancel. For eqn.(E-4) this difficulty

does not occure because the difference can be expressed in terms of

the same state of isospin. In the case of ZN eqn.(E-3) can be

modified as



M(N,Z) + M(N-1,Z) M(N-2,Z+1)

M(N, Z+1) M(N-1,Z+2) = 0 (E-5)
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From eqn.(E-3) a more general recurrence relation can be written as

n

M(N+n,Z-n) M(N,Z) = [M(N+i,Z-n-1+i)-M(N-1+i,Z-n+i) (E-6)

I

The relationship (E-6) can be used to express the mass of an unknown

nucleus far from the line of $-stability in terms of nuclear masses

near stability and therby predict the limit of particle stability

[E.2} (i.e, binding energy) of that nucleus.

The most general expressions for M(N,Z) that satisfy equations

(E-3) and (E-4) are

M(N,Z) = g1(N) + g2(Z) + g3(N+Z) (E-7)

M(N,Z) = f1(N) + f2(Z) + f3(N-Z) (E-8)

The values of the coefficients g1, g2, g3, f1, f2 and f3 are obtained

by a X2-minimization procedure using the known masses. A standard

deviation of 120 keV was obtained for 500 different nuclidic mass

predictions using these relations [E.3] . Even though the GK-T(L)

relations work reasonably well near the valley of stability, stematic

deviations of up to several MeV occure between the experimental and
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extrapolated masses and the deviation gets worse [E.4J as one goes

farther away from the valley of stability. It is not surprising

because the assumptions made in deriving the relations are based on a

simple picture of nuclear structure. Configuration mixing in the

nuclear levels giving rise to deformations and core polarization can

lead to complicated nucleon-nucleon interactions and the simple

independent particle configuration may not be valid. The assumption

that a definite parentage relationship exists between the ground

states of adjacent nuclei is not always followed as in the case of

11Be where the odd neutron fills the 2S112 orbital yielding J11 = 1/2

as opposed to J11 = 1/2 which was expected from the complete filling

of the P1,,2 neutron orbital in 12Be [E.5].

Jane cke - Eynon

The Janecke-Eynon mass relationships are modified, generalized

GK-T(L) nuclidic mass relationships which take into account the

effective n-p interaction, Tnp' particularly its dependence on T or

T and A, which the GK-T relations treat incompletely. Also the

Janecke-Eynon generalized nuclidic mass relationships represent a

link between mass relationships and mass equations. The modified

relationships [E.6,E.7] using the GK-T(L) are written as

T(A,Tz) = I (A+1Tz+3/2) I (A+1Tz+1/2) (E-9)npnp
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L(A,Tz)
= -I(A+4T ) + I (A+2,T ) (E-1o)

z np z

with no restriction on T. In these equations the effective n-p

interaction I is given by
np

Inp(ATz) = B(AT ) + B (A,T ) - B (A,T) (E-11)
z n z np

where Bn and Bnp denote the binding energies of the last proton,

neutron or neutron-proton, respectively. I can also be extracted

from any mass equation [E.8] by

1 a2 a2
(__. __)N(A-1,T) (E-12)

Therefore I can be extracted from known masses or from any mass

equation. A variety of x2 tests of the experimental masses were

performed to get the dependence of I on T and A Also more detailed

theories about A and T dependence on 1np are implicit in any mass

theoretical model like the droplet model (macroscopic), shell model

(microscopic) or any other mass equations and the underlying physical

assumptions on which the derivations of the mass equation is based.

As one moves away from the line of s-stability it is found that a

simple expression of like the one in the original

Isobaric-Multiplet-Mass-Equation (IMME) [E.9] , no longer does a good
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job in extrapolations [E.4a1. The Janecke- Eynon mass table is

limited to A70 because of strong shell effects in the light nuclear

region.

Comay-Kelson

The Comay-Kelson mass relations are based on the GK-T relations

but eliminate the x2 minimization procedure. The main shortcomings

in the X2 minimization procedure are: (1) The unknown masses are

treated with zero weight and hence fit with infinitely large

uncertainties which do not provide a reliable estimate of the errors

associated with the calculated masses. (2) It introduces an unknown

internal coupling among the parameters, which otherwise would not be

there. In the Comay-Kelson approach, a series of extrapolative

bases, or skeletons, consisting of two masses for each A are

constructed from the known masses starting near the stability line.

Any mass M(N,Z) is then expressed as a linear combination of the

masses in a base as in Ref. [E.lO].

M(N,Z) = CM(Z,N)
i

(E-13)

where the coefficient C depends on the structure of the base and the

distance of M(N,Z) from the base. The errors tM1(N,Z) for each

predicted mass are estimated from the average distance between the
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mass and the skeleton i. From these skeletons a mass table is

constructed by successive application of the GK-T relations. The

final mass M(N,Z) is calculated from the weighted average of M(N,Z)

obtained from each base i and the error estimated from the dispersion

in the predicted masses.

The localization of the calculation removes the influence of the

distant masses originally introduced in the x2 minimization

procedure. The average absolute deviation between the known masses

[E.11] and their predicted values is 102 keV and the average

uncertainty in the prediction of known masses is 168 keV. But for

the lower mass region of the periodic table (Z<20) the inherent

restriction on the number of skeletons that can be constructed limits

the application of the procedure in the lower mass region.

Isobaric Multiplet Mass Equation (IMME)

The concept of isobaric spin has been now in existence for more

than forty years. Although it was first used to put

charge-independence explicitly in the nucleon-nucleon force, it has

grown into a quantum number of prime importance in nuclear and

particle physics. Although technically not a good quantum number, it

is conserved sufficiently to permit first order perturbation theory

to work well. In principle every nuclear state with isobaric spin T
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is a member of 2T+1 multiplet of levels with very similar wave

functions but with different charges as measured by the z-component

of the isobaric spin T. The fiNe was first proposed by Wigner

[E.12J and derived using Wigner-Eckhart theorem.

If the total charge-dependent perturbation (nuclear plus

Coulomb) to the nuclear force is V, then under the assumption that

the perturbation doesnot offset the wavefunctions themselves the mass

of the isobaric analogue is given by

M(A,T,TZ) = constant + <TTZIVTTZ> (E-14)

where the constant is due to all the charge independent forces. If V

is the sum of two-body interactions only, then its expansion into a

set of irreducible tensors in isospin space doesnot go beyond the

second rank.

M(A,T,TZ) = constant + )ak<TTZITITTZ>, k2 (E-15)

Tk T
= constant + ak(_1)z( I'T 0 T )<TI ITkI IT>

z z

= a(A,T) + b(A,T)T + c(A,T)T (E-16)

Use of Wigner-Eckhart theorem is used to write eqn.(E-16) from

eqn.(E-15) which is known as the DIME. The DIME is a powerful tool

for predicting masses. Since any relation with three or less number
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of parameters can be fitted exactly with a quadratic equation, a

multiplet with T3/2 is required to verify IMME. The measured masses

of three members of a multiplet are sufficient to determine the

constants a, b and c. Thus experimentally one needs accurate mass

measurements of four particular nuclear states. Tests of DINE on

isobaric quintets show the need for a small, but non-zero, value for

the higher order terms in T3 and T4 which can be calculated using

second-order perturbation theory {E.13]. The effect may be due to

isospin mixing or other charge dependent forces. In this respect

IMME also is very useful to get information about the

charge-dependent forces in nuclear interaction.
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Fig. B.1. A single Z-spectrum (Z=7) showing the typical Z-

resolution.
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Fig. B2. The same Z-spectrum after applying the mass correction.

Notice the enhancement in the Z-resolution.
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Fig. D.2. See figure caption for fig. D. 1.




